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Searching Far And Wide For Cycling Companion.
Be everything as it may, this transcontinental, international cyclotouriste is
navigating to locate a good companion for an extended bicycling tour. Good is
defined as---female, healthy, cyclist, with a sense of bold adventure, and the
willingness to be compatable on an extended world tour with yours truly.
Starting time is---not any time soon.
Route is---to be decided by those on tour---you and me.
Length of time is---to be decided.
I be fifty-three, healthy, six feet, 180 pounds, good looking but nothing to get all
up in the air about, blond receding hair, green eyes, university grad., writer,
teacher. Can work in exotic locations and have done so, easy to get along with,
adventurous, survivor, world traveler. Have bicycled thirty thousand miles
through nineteen countries---USA, Canada, Mexico, western Europe, eastern
Europe, former Soviet Union, China, south Korea.
jpsgs@rock.com

_Mike_R_
Posted: 23 Apr 2005
4:36pm

siamesepat
Posted: 24 Apr 2005
5:52am

cyclotouriste
Posted: 25 Apr 2005
7:48am

1.
By your description, I'm assuming you are male, but in fact you don't say so.
You might want to clarify that specifically. Also, your intentions may not be
construed as noble and platonic as you seem to be saying, by leaving that
particular fact vague; more in line with a personal ad.
2.
I think the blonde receding hairline thing nails 'im as a male and the easy to get
along with part says horny
3.
Of course I am a male. Why the negative comments? Looking for a cycling
companion of the opposite sex is perfectly normal, healthy, and legal. Besides, if
you are not answering the post, why are you posting here on this message? Not
noble and platonic? How old are you? Grow up. I would really appreciate it if you
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would get off and stay off this thread, please.
base
Posted: 25 Apr 2005
6:13pm

4.
Hey, I'm looking to go cycling with a chick. Dunno where we'll go, or when, or for
how long. But how about we meet up for dinner and discuss it eh?

_Mike_R_

5.

Posted: 26 Apr 2005
8:33pm

OP,
Your intentions are quite clear in how you posted this note, my message and the
two others are for the would be respondents. But to give you the benefit of the
doubt, there is a "travelling companions" branch which may be the better branch
to post since that is its main purpose to link up solo travellers together. There no hard feelings

cyclotouriste
Posted: 28 Apr 2005
8:11am

6.
I have written and asked the moderator to delete your replies. If he cannot
delete your replies then I have asked that he delete the post and your replies.
I have just about had it with you internet cowards who are emboldened by
anonymity and distance so that you think you have the right to foist your
unwarranted horning in on the affairs of others. You people give the internet and
its forums a bad name.
I asked you to be responsible people and to mind your own business. Apparently
you are unable to control your impulses, therefore, I advise that you remain
anonymous and at a distance. You people are an embarrassment. Get off and
stay off this post.

cyclotouriste
Posted: 28 Apr 2005
8:15am

7.
No hard feelings Mark R? Yes there are, and I strongly suggest you avoid
crossing my path for the rest of your days. Better yet, I strongly suggest you do
not let me discover your real identity and location, and that if I do, you are far
enough away that it is too much trouble to confront you in person.
You have absolutely no call or reason to suggest what you do here. Your behavior
is libelous and cowardly.

KCRW

8.

Posted: 28 Apr 2005
8:48am

cyclotouriste,
After reading post #7 I think if I was a lady cyclist that I would be somewhat
afraid to go off on a tour with you, maybe it is best that this post is deleted. To
show such anger towards Mark R is unwarranted, as a casual reader of the tt I
see nothing offensive in what he posted in #1 and #5.
And I don't mean to sound like a dick or anything but people have to learn to
get along together, to just go with the flow and not get violent and angry so
easily. Just look at everything that is going on in this world that is worth getting
angry about and compare that to the above posts on the tt, this just isn't worth
anything.
Any ways I hope that you find your partner.
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have a good trip.
KCRW
cyclotouriste
Posted: 28 Apr 2005
8:57am

9.
I did not ask you what you thought. Just delete it. Your answer is just too
predictable. Delete my membership too for that matter.

KCRW

10.

Posted: 28 Apr 2005
9:01am

Dude, you need to grow up.
Have a good day.
KCRW

cyclotouriste
Posted: 28 Apr 2005
9:03am

cyclotouriste
Posted: 28 Apr 2005
9:10am

11.
It is not just this Mike R idiot. People like that have come along on every post I
have ever put on the internet with their innuendos and libel. I have had it up to
here with people like that. I want to disassociate myself from this forum and the
people who post on it.
12.
Fuck you you goddamn son of a whore. Just delete my membership. Oh and let
me tell you something you goddamn cowards---You fucking well better KEEP
hiding behind distance and anonymity you chickenshit poltroons. You people are
blithering, no-good, chickenshit cowards. Not one of you yellow bellies would
dare approach me in person and interfere with me in this way. I goddamn dare
you to come to me face to face this way. I fucking well dare you.
FUCK YOU

cyclotouriste
Posted: 28 Apr 2005
9:14am

13.
I mistakenly believed this forum was honorable. I now see that it is no different
from the rest.
You had better take my advice and delete this thread and my membership
completely. I have had it with this kind of shit from people like you. If you do
not delete I will do everything I can to come at you IN PERSON. Now get all this
off here and let me alone. FUCK YOU.

MotleyCycle

14.

Posted: 28 Apr 2005
4:06pm

Repeat after me.....Calm blue ocean...calm blue ocean...

rainboy

15.

Posted: 28 Apr 2005
10:34pm

...calm blue ocean...calm blue ocean...
keep repeating
------------------------the journal

tailwind
Posted: 30 Apr 2005
2:53pm

16.
#13 seems to be aimed at the moderator..."delete this thread", "get all this off
here"....? cyclotouriste seems to be threatening the moderator with bodily harm?
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cyclotouriste, the moderator is Margs, now, i'm no expert, but Margs seems to be
a female name. so, you are threatening to fly to Australia, stalk, and physically
harm the female moderator of this forum. in the same thread that you are
looking for a female travelling companion. cyclotouriste, i'm not giving opinions
about you, saying nothing about you, just quoting you, so don't add me to your
"hit list", but it seems to me that someone who is so ready to attack women (or
men!) should not be travelling with them... or associating with them in general.
the law in your country agrees.
ironic, that cyclotouriste complains about the internet and its foibles... one of the
main fears of WOMEN about the internet is that they end up meeting someone
abusive, as, apparently, cyclotouriste seems to be...
Tailwind
cyclotouriste
Posted: 02 May 2005
8:42am

17.
Fuck you cowardly son of a whore. You people are the abusive ones and I AM
RESPONDING APPROPRIATELY. FUCK YOU.
I dare you to come to me and interfere with what I am doing face to face. Fuck
you you goddamn poltroon, yellow bellied son of a whore.
FUCK YOU. DELETE MY POST YOU FUCKING COWARDS
FROM NOW ON THIS IS THE ONLY KIND OF ANSWER YOU WILL BE GETTING
FROM ME.
FUCK YOU YOU GODDAMN NO GOOD LIARS. COME ON CHICKENSHITS.
INTERFERE WITH ME FACE TO FACE YOU GODDAMN COWARDS.
YOU ASK FOR LOCATIONS BECAUSE WHEN YOU START SOMETHING WITH
SOMEONE YOU MAKE SURE YOU ARE AT A DISTANCE. YOU DAMN SURE BETTER
STAY AT A DISTANCE TOO YOU NO GOOD SONS OF WHORES.
I AM FED UP TO HERE WITH NO GOOD BASTARDS LIKE YOU ALL. FUCK OFF.
ERASE MY POST. YOU HAD BETTER DO IT OR ELSE YOU HAD BETTER STEER
CLEAR OF ME FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE TOO.

KCRW

18.

Posted: 02 May 2005
9:25pm

cyclotouriste,
Why do you even go back to read this post? You know what is going to be there,
then you read it an get angry again. And if you didn't respond this would have
just gone further and further down the TT till it was nothing more than a
humorous anticdote. So you really have no one but yourself to blame.
In the name of all that is holy and good in this world I pray for the safety of the
lady that ends up falling for either this posting of yours or the one on the
bikeforums board.
Bring it on.
Jason Trinidad
1342 Lincoln Ave.
Santa Monica, CA
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19.
Fuck you goddamn punk. Bring it on is exactly what I am gojng to do. You go
fishing for trouble you no good son of a whore and that is exactly what you will
get. When I say that I have had it with bastards like you that is exactly what I
mean, and you are going to find out what that means too.
And you just remember this too you bastard. I am the guy who found out in
detail about the plans to attack the WTC, the pentagon, and the US Capitol on or
around 9-11-01. I have a book in the making right now, and part of it is on the
internet. You read it and you will see that I kept those attack plans under my
hat because I know about no good bastards like you and how you permeate
American society. It was my opinion that you and people like you need to be
taken off this planet. America was attacked because of people like you and
because of attitudes like yours. The fact is that even if 9-11 had been nuclear, I
still would not have warned you bastards well enough so that you could have
done anything to prevent it. You interfere with me and I will interfere with you in
ways that you would never dream possible, except that with a chickenshit like
you, you would not be worth the consequences. Offing big groups of people like
you would have some meaning, but a no good bastards rat like you is not worth
the trouble.
FUCK YOU 9-11 Sic Semper Tyrannis.

cyclotouriste

20.

Posted: 03 May 2005
10:40am

Hey you Aussie pigs:
I suppose you have been apprised of the fact that one of your compatriots is now
in the hands of certain very righteous, retribution seeking people in Iraq. When
will you people ever learn to leave others alone?
You all know what will happen to him now, don't you? He will be trussed up like
an animal. They will slit his throat, and then let him bleed for a while, and then
off comes his head.
There comes a time when the treading upon the rights of others becomes
unforgivable, and when the unforgivable must be done to counteract it. I have
worked with some Australians in foreign venues, and while I can undertstand that
life deals low blows from time to time, if their attitudes were any indication of
what we can expect of Australians in general, the world would best be served by
a thousand such kidnapping as the one lately in Iraq, and of course by the
subsequent ceremonies that usually follow such events.
I entered this forum with a perfectly decent, normal, post, and then people
answered it with innuendo, libel, and accusation. I ask that you boycott this
forum and the bastards that post on it and run it until they delete my post,
membership, and all the replies that these petty criminals made.

gawdess
Posted: 03 May 2005
11:27am

base
Posted: 03 May 2005
6:16pm

21.
hmmm...you are really angry. I sometimes have a hard time with the sarcasm
on here too, especially when I am talking about something I am very passionate
about - cycling. Sounds like you have become distracted from this passion and
best of luck finding a lady friend to accompany you.
22.
This is the simultaneously the most hilarious and scary thread that I have ever
seen. In fact, I am just posting now to keep it alive and kicking.
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And to think that cyclotouriste originally described itself as "easy to get along
with".
Oh, and keep sending me those PMs cyclo, my workmates found them very
entertaining.
KCRW
Posted: 03 May 2005
8:47pm

23.
I was just over at bikeforums.net and noticed his posting there, which you can
see here, but as of yet he hasn't threatend to kill anybody. Yet.
I picture his trip:
Miss Innocent: Uh, cyclotouriste, you you like to stop for an ice cream cone?
Cyclotouriste: Fuck you goddamn punk. Bring it on is exactly what I am gojng to
do. You go fishing for trouble you no good son of a whore and that is exactly
what you will get. When I say that I have had it with bastards like you that is
exactly what I mean, and you are going to find out what that means too.
Miss Innocent: Uh, I guess we can keep going then.
Cyclotouriste: FUCK YOU YOU GODDAMN NO GOOD LIARS. COME ON
CHICKENSHITS. INTERFERE WITH ME FACE TO FACE YOU GODDAMN COWARDS.

HarryNeedle
Posted: 03 May 2005
10:16pm

24.
Surely you are on hallucinogens cyclotouriste. I hope the next Australian who
meets you rams your pathetic tricycle up your cake hole.

Hezb0lah

25.

Posted: 03 May 2005
10:27pm

Dear cyclotouriste,
It certainly is a pleasure to hear that visionary people like you still make your
voice heard. It's about time the silent majority had their sound and sane
opinions made public and recognised for that they are, the majority. Most
normal, law-abiding and respecting citizens, in their right mind, would agree that
you deserve some real recognition for your patriotic duities to America. Allowing
information to the effect that the pentagon was under threat to lay low was a
noble, self-sacrificing effort for the greater good. The losses of a few (or maybe
five) thousand was the wake up call required to make us Americans appreciate
the independence and sovereignty of foreign states and their nationals. You're
voice is like a refreshing wind in a Heinz baked beans factory. How much does
the book cost, I'm on the waiting list?
yours trully,
Muhammed Muhammed Ishmael Al Faez

nexus
Posted: 03 May 2005
10:39pm

26.
This is the funniest thing I have read here in a while. I see a movie script here
or a sitcom?
I wonder if LP will publish an Angry Travellers Guide.
------------------------Never send a minion to do a Hell Goddess' job.
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mr_potato_head

27.

Posted: 03 May 2005
10:52pm

This is from cyclotouriste's Bike Forums post:
Quote
I will be teaching at a university

God help his poor students.
nexus
Posted: 03 May 2005
10:58pm

28.
I recommend an industrial dosage of Valium, inserted anally to the OP, it will
ensure immediate and maximum impact.
------------------------Never send a minion to do a Hell Goddess' job.

PolarBearCub
Posted: 03 May 2005
11:07pm

CheersTerry
Posted: 03 May 2005
11:07pm

29.
Someone needs a hug.
Maybe from a straitjacket.
30.
This is, without a doubt, the funniest thing I have read on the Thorn Tree for
months.
Who would have figured an overdose of Viagra could result in such an out-ofcontrol violent reaction?
Cyclotouriste, if you’re a troll, this thread is brilliant. If you’re for real, then I’m
on your side, buddy. Don’t take any shit from these punks! LOL…
Cheers,
Terry
------------------------Eat like a lion, drink like a fish, ride fast motorcycles...

Eli

31.

Posted: 03 May 2005
11:10pm

The best post ever. No doubt.
------------------------tako je to u svetu....

Eli
Posted: 03 May 2005
11:11pm

32.
Cycloytouriste is the man!! I mean, he'll be dead from a heart attack soon, but in
the meantime, you rock!!!
------------------------tako je to u svetu....

CheersTerry

33.

Posted: 03 May 2005
11:12pm

Oh, and thanks to the mods for realizing it's too funny to delete...
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Cheers,
Terry
------------------------Eat like a lion, drink like a fish, ride fast motorcycles...
wee_wee

34.

Posted: 03 May 2005
11:14pm

this is hilarious! post of the day.
------------------------resident RMT nudist
Don't look before you laugh,
Look ugly in a photograph

Sare

35.

Posted: 03 May 2005
11:16pm

Man oh man!!
this is brilliance! at it's most brilliant!!

mr_potato_head
Posted: 03 May 2005
11:19pm

36.
This is what this nutbar looks like. But you have to save the photo and view it in
an image editor to get a look at him close up (so you can run if you see him
coming).

Eli

37.

Posted: 03 May 2005
11:24pm

Never cut him off when he's riding his bike!
------------------------tako je to u svetu....

littlevixen
Posted: 03 May 2005
11:25pm

38.
can we nominate this for thread of the week? Hillarious! totally and utterly
hillarious. the best thing i've read on the tree for month.
------------------------To be yourself is all that you can do -- audioslave

BlueWoman

39.

Posted: 03 May 2005
11:36pm

Not so funny about the 9-11 bit though.
------------------------But... repressed homosexuals, like Mr God, want their women to look and feel
like 12 year old boys. Well, they just need to bite the bullet, get out there, find
the nearest gay bar, and get what they secretly know they want - cock. (Eli)

montyman
Posted: 03 May 2005
11:48pm

40.
Hey OP you didn't tell us you were a "Trick" cyclist how many broken down old
"Bikes" have you abandoned, during the 53 yrs of receding blonde hair, "blowin
in the wind"
guess you've grabbed the hearts of all these desperate chicks here like sare here,
she likes cycling to the edge.
I'd like to say "silly old fart," but it's not my rhetoric.
especially as I think you have some serious issues to resolve before heading off
on a tandum.
"but thanks for the fish" as douglas Adams wrote
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mm
-------------------------------------------oh would some power the gift give us
to see ourselves as the others see us
It would from many a blunder free us
and foolish notion
Rabbi Burns
------------------------Myanmar &Yunnan
Good morning Vietnam
Simonsays

41.

Posted: 03 May 2005
11:51pm

#23, KCRW is that your alter-ego "cybertourist" over on the cycle forum?
You had better watch out since "our friend" is obviously some high placed CIA
mole into conspiracy theories, he'll be coming for you :-)
But I reckon he will reappear pretty soon claiming that he was abducted by aliens
and it was all a zionist plot to slander his un-impeachable character!
ss.
------------------------The first condition of immortality is death.
Stanislaw J. Lec (1909 - 1966)

langley
Posted: 04 May 2005
12:06am

42.
I would hate to be a driver who accidently cut you up........... who in their right
mind is going to go cycle touring with this happy go lucky chap or is that
chapess?
I have met some nutters in my life but this guy wins by a mile.

dsongfellow
Posted: 04 May 2005
1:07am

43.
good luck cyclo. hope you find the girl you're looking for and you both have a
great time. Peace!
------------------------Teach me Tie^'ng Vie^.t please! Always looking for Vietnamese pen pals.

Taxi_Driver

44.

Posted: 04 May 2005
1:08am

:) LOL
!!!!!!
This is the funniest thread ever made since the good old Kananga and Prof Fart
posts !!!
AHAHAHAH!!!! Please keep it up!
------------------------"Are you gonna go my way ?"

srqbeachbum

45.

Posted: 04 May 2005
1:37am

"I recommend an industrial dosage of Valium, inserted anally to the OP"
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1:37am

Hey Nexus If I act psychotic will you be my Doc ; )
Mr_Pumpy
Posted: 04 May 2005
2:00am

Mr_Pumpy

46.
I like the bit where the OP describes himself as "easy to get on with". Love it.
There is a reason why this man is a traveller, and its nothing to do with liking
travel!! Cyclotouriste I think its medication time!!
47.

Posted: 04 May 2005
2:07am

pickychick

48.

Posted: 04 May 2005
2:07am

Does he also teach biology at Berkeley?
LOL!
------------------------If you don't know where you are going, you will probably end up somewhere
else.

montyman
Posted: 04 May 2005
2:58am

49.
It ahs been pointed out to me from one of his female admires that he's lied
about his age, and she was taking her curlers out and she spotted in B&B's link
that he's 55 not 53. obviously he lied about his age to catch the attention of a
younger woman.
mm
------------------------Myanmar &Yunnan
Good morning Vietnam

Forbes500
Posted: 04 May 2005
3:59am

50.
Yeah, ok, so Cyclotouriste is clearly a madman. But a funny and entertaining one.
A good writer, too. Note that even his angriest rants are coherent. There are
hardly any signs of the illiteracy that typically plagues the posts in these forums.
Good God, he even seems to speak French!
And Mike R., pray tell why you thought you needed to respond to Cyclotouriste's
post (though I'm glad you did since you inadvertently elicited a most entertaining
string of responses). Were you out to warn innocent, bike-riding damsels of
Cyclotouriste's supposedly ignoble intentions? Doesn't a man have the right to
seek a woman any way he likes, without getting snide comments in return, even
if he sounds like the Unabomber or, horror of horrors, posts his request on the
wrong branch of the Thorn Tree?

Tarantado

51.

Posted: 04 May 2005
4:02am

cyclotouriste??
More like psychotourist!!!!
------------------------Any society that focuses on its lowest common denominator is a society that is
doomed to be mired in mediocrity.
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iainhugh

52.

Posted: 04 May 2005
4:13am

has KCRW been killed yet?
------------------------be water my friend

montyman
Posted: 04 May 2005
4:18am

53.
we should email him this thread for his wall, here you are girls his email address
don't all rush at once or you'll crash his server and his bike jpsgs@rock.com
mm
------------------------Myanmar &Yunnan
Good morning Vietnam

Palmette
Posted: 04 May 2005
5:15am

54.
the respondents in this thread are bastards? (and probably me now too, simply
for posting a message, nevermind the content)- take a look in the mirror...
...calm blue ocean... calm blue ocean...
------------------------don't place restrictions on yourself by trying to figure out who you are... just go
with it.

montyman
Posted: 04 May 2005
5:22am

55.
#56 I just looked at your profile "Young traveller" your him aren't you?
especially with your signature line.
mm
-----------------------------none so blind as those that refuse to see
------------------------Myanmar &Yunnan
Good morning Vietnam

langley

56.

Posted: 04 May 2005
5:35am

Monty - found this
The cycling communities comments

montyman
Posted: 04 May 2005
5:52am

57.
maybe should read "Bike" for Tractor, I think the CIA should be aware of what
sort of a guy their whistleblower is. [ref BillandBens leaked link on 911] or
maybe the New York Times
mm
------------------------Myanmar &Yunnan
Good morning Vietnam

Lime_Pickle
Posted: 04 May 2005
5:53am

58.
Quote
Doesn't a man have the right to seek a woman any way he likes,
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without getting snide comments in return, even if he sounds like the
Unabomber

Yes, of course he has the right to come on here to seek a bunk-up. Just as we
have the right to laugh and point at him for doing so particularly, as you say,
when he sounds as mad as a box of frogs.
------------------------RatsoRizzo, speaking about TDS: "Why do people reply to these posts? The guy
clearly is sitting at home in his box room on his PC occasionally taking a deep
inhalation from his mother's dirty pants. "
montyman
Posted: 04 May 2005
6:06am

59.
on the subject of being a Uni bummer billandben gave us this link on him he
nearly saved the us from 911 but they didn't listen to him, can't think why they
didn't take him seriously, I'm sure as he grows older and more stable, he will
calm down with age and find someone to push out the bike with him.
How I nearly saved the World by big Jon
mm
------------------------Myanmar &Yunnan
Good morning Vietnam

TKO

60.

Posted: 04 May 2005
6:21am

Some funny stuff. The OP is a total fuckwad though.
------------------------Pictures of Beijing

iainhugh
Posted: 04 May 2005
6:45am

61.
he posted on someone elses topic moaning about this one. personally, i think the
guy's a legend. one of comedy's all time greats
------------------------be water my friend

nexus
Posted: 04 May 2005
7:31am

62.
Right click on his picture, from there you can zoom in and get a clear look. Easy
as pie.
------------------------Never send a minion to do a Hell Goddess' job.

nexus
Posted: 04 May 2005
7:39am

63.
It is common that people who exercise a lot to be happier individuals...looks like
he cycles a lot so how could he be this angry??
------------------------Never send a minion to do a Hell Goddess' job.

iainhugh

64.

Posted: 04 May 2005
7:42am

i see the bike but where's the assualt rifle?
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7:42am

------------------------be water my friend
balthasar
Posted: 04 May 2005
7:51am

65.
This must be the craziest thread since the bashing of our late departed Israeligirl
some years ago ...
------------------------Balthasar

DrPepper
Posted: 04 May 2005
8:10am

66.
He's not coming back. Do you think he died of a stress-induced heart attack? Or
maybe the mods have banned him for threatening them? Or maybe he called the
wrong person a blithering, no-good, chickenshit coward and has departed this
life? In any case, I hope his posts don't get deleted.
------------------------I'm Henery the Eighth, I am.

nexus

67.

Posted: 04 May 2005
8:20am

heh heh
------------------------Never send a minion to do a Hell Goddess' job.

Simonsays
Posted: 04 May 2005
8:24am

68.
#74
DrPepper i believe it was "chickenshit poltroon" ,now that is a memorable insult if
ever i've heard one!
ss.
------------------------The first condition of immortality is death.
Stanislaw J. Lec (1909 - 1966)

cockleshell

69.

Posted: 04 May 2005
8:26am

I thought you said you was easy to get along with, wow what a temper..

EyeInTheSky

70.

Posted: 04 May 2005
8:31am

he is now my wallpaper !!!!
does LPTT have a "troll of the year" award ?

GoodtimeBob
Posted: 04 May 2005
8:36am

71.
Just discovered this thread. Glad it wasn't deleted. Very funny. But OP seems to
have disappeared. Did he have a stroke? Or do they only get so much time on
the internet in the home? Just for the fun of it OP.....on behalf of those who
can't make it....why don't you post a location and a time when you are ready to
kick someones ass? Or is cowardice your middle name?
------------------------Say what you think...Do what you say- I've about 3700 Mexico, Central and
South American photos at www.goodtimebob.com . Added travel links. Don't miss
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Tony Ryal's Poetry. God takes care of fools and drunks...but only for awhile.
Then he just says screw em.
DrPepper

72.

Posted: 04 May 2005
8:51am

Thread of the week! Thread of the week!
------------------------I'm Henery the Eighth, I am.

nexus

73.

Posted: 04 May 2005
8:55am

Test
------------------------Never send a minion to do a Hell Goddess' job.

KCRW

74.

Posted: 04 May 2005
9:23am

Boy, this one sort of went out of control.

tigress

75.

Posted: 04 May 2005
9:55am

This is hysterical!!! :-D
------------------------LIVESTRONG

simonb2k5

76.

Posted: 04 May 2005
10:01am

he has nice bitch tits

dangercat

77.

Posted: 04 May 2005
10:04am

cyclotouriste is getting ready to bike through Bejing, he looks in the mirror and
thinks...
*Good. Now I've mastered the look of a walking police composite sketch, I think
I'll cycle around town*
*first I'll let off some steam on this message board*
------------------------I'll get a new start, live the life I should.
I'll get up and fly away, I'll get up and fly away, fly away.

Palmette
Posted: 04 May 2005
10:12am

78.
montyman- lol, no i'm not him (i'm a 20yo female)- wish i had the skill he has to
pull off this comedic performance though! shit i should start sending this to all
my non-tt buddies, damned good laugh no matter who you are!
------------------------don't place restrictions on yourself by trying to figure out who you are... just go
with it.

matnikstym
Posted: 04 May 2005
10:20am

79.
I THINK CYCLOTOURISTE HAS BEEN RIDING HIS BIKE WITHOUT THE SEAT,
SOMETHING'S UP HIS ASS BESIDES HIS HEAD!
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80.
There are more than a few bits I would like to add here, in all good humour of
course, "On your Bike!", was one of my dad's favourite ways of telling someone
that he was FIRED!
If a person states in his profile that he's 55, and then posts an, "offer", stating
that he's 53, is this being ecconomical with the truth or just that he can't count?
There was a similar offer on the Ocean Wave branch some time ago when a guy
made an "offer" with a 40inch boat!
Some time ago I died and had to have a few bypasses fitted, during the rehabilitation physiotherapy programmme called CAPRI, (which had absoluty
nothing to do with islands in the Bay of Naples), I met a dutchman, aged 55,
who was also an ardent cyclist, (all Dutchmen are, but this one was a ringer for
the OP), he told me that he did fifty Km per day on his bike for the last 25 years
and that he was now trying to up it to 100 as he would be retiring at the end of
the six week programme, a week later he was back in bed on an enforced ICU
rest.
It's a proven international medical fact, that males who have heart attacks,
minor, major or fatal, are aged between 42 and 58, weight, height and eye or
hair colouring, educational qualifications, have no or little effect in altering the
statistic.
------------------------When all else fails:- Read the Instructions!

nexus
Posted: 04 May 2005
1:09pm

81.
Billie, I have no idea what you just said, but this could be due to the fact that I
have been laughing hysterically for the last few hours.
------------------------Never send a minion to do a Hell Goddess' job.

RomanB

82.

Posted: 04 May 2005
3:07pm

nice to see everyone is getting along here.

wigman

83.

Posted: 04 May 2005
3:12pm

A man after my own heart.
cyclotouriste, I too get pissed off with people who have no interest in the
posting, but have to have their say.
------------------------The more people I meet, the more I like my dogs.

mac1
Posted: 04 May 2005
3:16pm

84.
Guys (and girls!)
This is brilliant. Do you realise its going out over Great Britain too?? I found it on
a website where I went on to talk about my forthcoming wedding!!!!
This the most fun I've had since the venue co-ordinator said I couldn't have a
disco!!!!!!!!
Didn't intend to cycle for my honeymoon but could be tempted now that I know
what the people are like!!!
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love you all
mac1 xxxxxx
Eli

85.

Posted: 04 May 2005
4:43pm

I still can't do better than "Fuck you cowardly son of a whore".
------------------------tako je to u svetu....

nexus
Posted: 04 May 2005
5:32pm

86.
Roman, please please do not delete this. You cannot get anything more real and
funny. This dude has Hollywood beaten for originality.
Each time I read the 'son of a whore' comment I convulsed in laughter.
------------------------Never send a minion to do a Hell Goddess' job.

austingirl

87.

Posted: 04 May 2005
5:57pm

Dear cyclotouriste,
I am female, healthy, cyclist, with a sense of bold adventure, and the willingness
to be compatable on an extended world tour with you.
I am also easy to get along with, most of the time. My therapist says that still
have to work on my social skills, but I am getting there.
I hope it will be o.k. if we take my 10 cats along, as they become very
depressed when mommy is away.
The doctor does not want me to stop taking the lithium, but it makes me very
tired and I'll need energy for all that cycling.
I can't say for sure yet if I can commit to the bike tour, because I have to get
permission from my probation officer. He can be a little unreasonable at times;
he insists that I must continue going to the anger management classes. I already
TOLD that son of a whore I DON’T NEED NO GODDAMN ANGER MANAGEMENT
CLASSES.
O.K. I hope to meet you. Please don't wear yellow, I really hate yellow. The bad
voices sound yellow.

_Mike_R_

88.

Posted: 04 May 2005
5:59pm

Everyone (and especially #52),
What the hell did I start here, I'm basically new to this forum and hadn't come
back until now because cyclotouriste freaked me out at first. Honestly, I don't
really know why I sent that sort of lame reply in post #1, but I guess it's sure to
live on for quite some time now. Is there anyway to go back in time and retype
that damn thing? My post looking back now seems a bit earnest, and of course I
knew cyclotouriste was a dude, but I thought his OP sounded just like a personal
ad in the Guardian: SWM seeks SF etc...and I thought it'd be fun to razz him
alittle on that, boy was I wrong.
And yes, I did receive a PM from OP threatening me with violence and I was
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taken by surprise by that one, but glad to hear I ain't the only one...good to
know who he is tho.
austingirl

89.

Posted: 04 May 2005
7:30pm

Xandria,
We are meant to be together and there is not a goddamn thing you can do about
it.
NOTHING! Do you understand you daughter of a whore NOTHING you can
do about it!

Aussielover

90.

Posted: 04 May 2005
11:13pm

I SO needed the giggles today! Thanks, OP!
Bwa-ha-ha-ha!
------------------------Sex makes people crazy.

mekalekahi
Posted: 04 May 2005
11:31pm

91.
holy shit! when i began reading this thread i thought this guy was a troll. but if
you follow all the posted links, to this guys cv's and posts on biking forums,
etc... - some people on these forums also linked to other sites where this guy
appears - well im thinking he is for real because that would be an extremely
elaborate troll(do people really do this sort of thing?) .
anyways, the site montyman links at 62 - mondopolitico.com - check out the last
or 2nd to last entry on that page, where he mentions 4 women being murdered
in an area he was passing through. it struck me as really weird, frightening. and
then again he mentions the murders and that he knows the area.
im got chills when i read that. im curious if those murders were solved and if not
someone should point the local police to this thread and its links.
mabey im being paranoid but i got a weird feeling about this one.

mekalekahi

92.

Posted: 04 May 2005
11:36pm

OP's words from the mondopolitico site
" .....From El Paso I had taken the bus to Arcada, CA. I remember there was a
story in the news in those days that three women visiting in a large state park in
the eastern part of CA had been found murdered in their car, and that those
women had lived in Arcada. From Arcada I cycled south on the Pacific Coast .....
I told some other guys in the dorm what I had found out about the coming
airplane attacks, and how I had found out. Their names and the wording of the
conversation are lost to me right now, but so is the name of the state park
where those women were murdered, and I know that name quite well. "
??

mekalekahi
Posted: 04 May 2005
11:46pm

93.
and check out this weirdness from one of his online CV's (sorry i dont know how
to link directly)
"Interestingly, at the time I had been elected to the board of directors at the
Martin County literacy Council, Barbara Bush (who was wife to President George
H.W. Bush, and who was first lady of the United States) was a member there
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and a supporter of that organization....I am a survivor of the worst railroad
disaster in the history of Ireland (August 1, 1980). I was at the release of the
American hostages from Iran where I met President Jimmy Carter and Secretary
of State of the US, Edmund Muskey. In 1997, while teaching at a college in
South Korea, I discovered plans to attack the World Trade Center and the
pentagon using commandeered, fuel-laden aircraft, and had told well over 100
people about it in detail in the years before it happened. Of this last statement I
do have evidence and proof. My international experiences are more than stated
here."
this guy has lived and moved all over the place....convenient behaviour for a
pycopathserial killer?
yikes. im gonna go lock my door.
BlueWoman

94.

Posted: 05 May 2005
1:25am

Quote
I am a survivor of the worst railroad disaster in the history of Ireland
(August 1, 1980). I was at the release of the American hostages
from Iran where I met President Jimmy Carter and Secretary of State
of the US, Edmund Muskey. In 1997, while teaching at a college in
South Korea, I discovered plans to attack the World Trade Center

"Fooorrrrrr--ist? Forrest Gump, is that ewwwww???!!!
------------------------But... repressed homosexuals, like Mr God, want their women to look and feel
like 12 year old boys. Well, they just need to bite the bullet, get out there, find
the nearest gay bar, and get what they secretly know they want - cock. (Eli)
phoggi
Posted: 05 May 2005
4:19am

95.
Just wait for his posts from the "Sea of Tranquillity", once he's managed to get
some hapless female to accompny him to the moon...
------------------------A girl once told Idi Amin she gave good head...so he took it and it stayed in his
fridge for quite a while...
'Leave nothing but beer stains & cigarette ash.
Take nothing but glasses, ashtrays & the barmaid...'

fireorchid
Posted: 05 May 2005
5:52am

96.
Cheers Terry it was great meeting you and that was a terrific article you wrote. I
agree with everything you said about the SV. Looking forward to seeing you
soon.Text

------------------------Girl's rock! (The name of my favorite summit)
Klacid

97.

Posted: 05 May 2005
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LOL!!
The internet is certainly serious business!!!
My forum cirtainly is getting a laugh!

montyman
Posted: 05 May 2005
6:46am

98.
did you all miss this one he was let down once.
Jon gets dear jon
mm
------------------------Myanmar &Yunnan
Good morning Vietnam

Rob_The_Pom
Posted: 05 May 2005
10:11am

99.
A truly magnificent thread, perhaps the greatest I've ever seen on the TT.
We're even talking about it over in WoS.
Thank you OP, you've made my day.
------------------------Let's work as a team and do it my way.

Websterella

100.

Posted: 05 May 2005
10:33am

Scary, this is not going to get him any dates at all.
------------------------Everyone has value and everyone is deserving of acceptance.
So
Happy
Its
Thursday!

PrincessOfPenguins

101.

Posted: 05 May 2005
10:48am

Oh, man, who needs TV when you have this for entertainment! ;-)
------------------------Tact is for people who aren't witty enough to be sarcastic...

Simonsays

102.

Posted: 05 May 2005
11:17am

Hi there mekalekahi,
Your right i noticed on one of the numerous bike forums "our Nutter" posted he
also mentioned meeting a British cyclist who happened to have discovered a
body in a bin, (search on "Broward county/murder" there is a newspaper report if
you dig), struck me as a little odd that he seems to link himself to rather allot of
murders?
Slanderous i'm sure but i get a chilly feeling about this chap?
ss.
------------------------The first condition of immortality is death.
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Stanislaw J. Lec (1909 - 1966)
Klein
Posted: 05 May 2005
12:29pm

103.
Perhaps our friend is now busy tracking you down folks. As far as I can see,
mekalekahi and Simonsays are currently on the top of his hit-list.
#112
I think Hussein Ave. has recently been renamed to W. Ave. You may want to
update your address.

seanachai
Posted: 05 May 2005
12:32pm

104.
Can't wait for shit-for-brain's book to come out. All posters should turn up at the
launch to get a signed copy.

srqbeachbum

105.

Posted: 05 May 2005
12:59pm

The OP isn't a talented troll.
Usally the good ones drag on a while sounding at least boarderline rational before
an explosion.
He did get a good level of responses which is what makes his day
If I had to guess he's 315 lb's who aside from, being psychotic hasn't had a lick
of exercise ever since the advent of forums on the Inet. He may well break an
aluminum frame upon sitting on it.

jwalker44

106.

Posted: 05 May 2005
2:12pm

Looks like a good part of his book is posted here
------------------------jerry

Almanor_Kid

107.

Posted: 05 May 2005
3:26pm

This one might even be better than what #116 put up.
It's from ESL Cafe and he says he was married in 98 and they had 2
children...look here

Drtraveller
Posted: 05 May 2005
3:35pm

108.
I personally think that we would be striking a blow for mental health if we posted
the link to this thread on every traveller or bicycling forum that we come across.

------------------------0ver 200 pictures of Myanmar and Thailand - February, 2005 (not suitable for
dial-up viewing)
Percoriel

109.

Posted: 05 May 2005
4:48pm

See girls and boys this is what taking steriods to help your cycling does to you!
------------------------Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around once in awhile, you
could miss it. - Ferris Bueller

Aussielover

110.

Posted: 05 May 2005
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Xandria - I pride myself on my infectious laugh.
This thread is giving me lots of practise!
------------------------Sex makes people crazy.

mr_potato_head
Posted: 05 May 2005
6:23pm

srqbeachbum
Posted: 05 May 2005
7:01pm

111.
mekalekahi and Simonsays -- I think you guys are actually onto something there.
Where is Clarice Starling when you need her?

112.
CALL MADE FROM
PUBLIC PHONE at CORNER of SW OCEAN BOULEVARD and FEDERAL HIGHWAY
ONE. Phone booth diasppeared after release of call information on the internet.
The concrete pad and the holes in it from where the phone stand had been
installed are still there.
John Gorbin Shaw Saladin is one demented puppy.................... but the above
was my fave of all his ramblings
Was it the CIA or aliens you took the booth????????????

jwalker44
Posted: 05 May 2005
7:38pm

113.
And where is OP now? Was he taken by aliens or the CIA, too? No, on second
thought, it couldn't have been aliens that took him - they would have returned
him. Too looney!
------------------------jerry

moneypenny

114.

Posted: 05 May 2005
9:19pm

To be fair, not all cyclists are like this ;-)
But I can think of one or two ....
Great way to end off a Friday!

davfitz

115.

Posted: 05 May 2005
9:50pm

Hey, hey, HEY!
Would you folks kindly keep it down over here? You are waking us up over on
the Cuba branch while we were trying to have a good intellectual discussion on .
.on . . .on well . . well . . . well something important!
I hate to be the bearer of bad news, but the OP seems to have fallen off back
around #20.
Too bad!
------------------------I seek no copy now of life's first half:
Leave here the pages with long musing curled,
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And write me new my future's epigraph,
New angel mine, unhoped for in the world!
E. B. Browning
montyman
Posted: 05 May 2005
11:49pm

116.
I noticed that when he came back from China he came back with his wife and
daughter can anyone tell me if they are OK. Obviously they are not around
polishing hi bike for his next foray are they?
please!! where are they now ?
mm
------------------------Myanmar &Yunnan
Good morning Vietnam

montyman

117.

Posted: 06 May 2005
1:10am

I'm just concerned now
First, THE HINT.
Place: Police station in Stuart, Florida.
Time: Not sure, but it was dark out. We were inside.2001, pre 9-11.
There had been an incident in Shepard Park where I had been playing with my
baby daughter who had recently learned to walk. Some little kid walked up to
her and began pulling her hair out. I grabbed this kid's arms and lifted them
away from her. What father would stand there while some little brat was
attacking his baby daughter? Would any of you? So this little kid's father comes
up and starts threatening me. I grabbed up my daughter and left. Later that
night I reported the incident to a police officer at the Police department.
Predictable, the police officer sided with the man whose son had been pulling my
daughter's hair.
Remember, my daughter was just a baby who had just found her legs. Well, I
was sitting there listening to this pig condone violence against me and my
daughter. As you already know, I was well aware of what was down the road in
terms of the airplanes as missiles attacks being planned and trained for in those
days right here in Florida. But I had had it with these bastards and their corrupt
system. My point was this and it is still this. You condone violence against me
and mine, and I will condone it back againt you, if I am able.This police officer
even had the arrogance to tell me about developmental stages of a childhood,
which I had already studied and knew. What she told me was erroneous.
I could not just come out and tell this officer about the coming attacks. Instead I
said this just as I was leaving the police station. This is about how the
conversation went.
Myself: Do you know anything about flying airplanes:
Officer: No I don't. Why do you ask that?
Myself: Well, I know some people coming here. They need to take flying lessons.
They want to learn how to fly but they need lessons. You can imagine what might
happen if people flew airplanes if they did not know how to fly properly.
She thought she was oh so smart, but underneath it all I was laughing at them
all.
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his daughter?
------------------------Myanmar &Yunnan
Good morning Vietnam
manumitch
Posted: 06 May 2005
1:23am

118.
Hahahahahahahahahahahaha!!!!!!!!! I think cyclohomo has been hitting the
whackyweed. I wonder how many genuine responses he has received from
excited adventurous women all around the word for his fantastic proposition.
Oops, i think i just made the hit-list. Oh, it doesnt matter cos he said he's
finished with this forum. Phew! Thank God for that.....
Also, #18, as we say in Australia: you're a funny bastard!

siamesepat
Posted: 06 May 2005
7:16am

119.
Holy shit! I've been away for a few days so I haven't been keeping up. This guy
PM'd me and called me a "Poltroon" and threatened to "come at me personally"
Threats I understand but Poltroon was a new one, so out comes the huge and
weighty Oxford International Dictionary of The English Language.
Poltroon. A spiritless coward; a mean-spirited worthless wretch.
How many of us learned a new word from this one?

nexus

120.

Posted: 06 May 2005
7:18am

So if he has a wife-why does he need a female partner??? Where is the wife?
------------------------Never send a minion to do a Hell Goddess' job.

montyman
Posted: 06 May 2005
7:33am

121.
I thought they banned you also "nexus" alias Nick greenwo0d
Your Crazier than he is and more deluded
i know there's a TT party at your house Sat
36c Sisters Grove
London SW11
How to get to nicks house
------------------------Myanmar &Yunnan
Good morning Vietnam

nexus

122.

Posted: 06 May 2005
9:36am

Don't be silly. I am not Nick. Where on earth did you get that???
And if that is indeed Nick's address, you should be prosecuted you half wit. Idiot.
Oh and yellow bellied son of a whore. :D
------------------------Never send a minion to do a Hell Goddess' job.

DrPepper

123.

Posted: 06 May 2005
9:39am

I wonder if our friend recognizes the irony in railing against the anonimity of the
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internet and how people are saying things to/about him here that they would
never say to his face when clearly he's far too insane to say anything other than
"Goodbye, please" to his face.
------------------------I'm Henery the Eighth, I am.

nexus

124.

Posted: 06 May 2005
9:42am

All I want to know is, where is his wife?
------------------------Never send a minion to do a Hell Goddess' job.

austingirl

125.

Posted: 06 May 2005
11:17am

Hehehe ^ . ^ She said "son of a whore."

nexus

126.

Posted: 06 May 2005
11:21am

AG, I totally love that verbiage. Now I need someone to call chickenshit poltroon.
------------------------Never send a minion to do a Hell Goddess' job.

sheikh_lala

127.

Posted: 06 May 2005
3:13pm

cyclotouriste
May I ask if you were cycling through eastern europe during february 1966? My
mother was a traffic warden in Sopot, Poland and was giving directions to a
foreigner when he suddenly became very agitated and started screaming " you
whore....you pinko commie scum whore stalinist cow..." and then he whipped put
his bicycle pump and I am the history....Dad........DAD......YOU NUTTER OI I`M
TALKING TO YOU NUTTER YOU SON OF A BITCH WHORE......dad......?????

balthasar
Posted: 07 May 2005
12:56am

128.
At least I learned a new word from all this: poltroon. Added it proudly to my
ever expanding vocabulary.
------------------------Balthasar

Teufelsdrockh
Posted: 07 May 2005
2:19am

129.
I hope cyclotouriste is planning his next cycle trip to Iraq. I'm sure there are
plenty of "righteous, retribution seeking people" there who would like to say
G'Day to him (or the Iraqi equivalent).
Actually cyclo, I'm in Kuwait. Let me know when you are arriving, and myself
and some of my "Aussie Pig" mates will give you a lift to the border, and wave
you tearfully good bye.

jwalker44

130.

Posted: 07 May 2005
6:48am

Balthasar
And not just 'poltroon' - don't forget all those wonderful adjectives describing a
poltroon! It's so nice when someone as sophisticated as cyclotouriste can teach
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us soooo much, especially about the dark side of 'human nature' - ( I use the
phrase 'human nature' very loosely).
------------------------jerry
DaveLFC

131.

Posted: 07 May 2005
8:51am

Dear cyclotouriste,
My name is DaveLFC. I am an amateur cyclist and a professional homosexual.
I would love it if you could find it in your heart to be my companion for my
forthcoming cycling trip to Brighton. I love reading, watching TV and eating
chickenshit poltroons.
You recently wrote a post inviting people to interfere with you, face-to-face. Well,
I would like to take you up on that invitation as I'd lurrve to 'interfere' with you.
Yours in anticipation,
Dave
p.s. all that talk of 9-11 made me hot.

PinWiz
Posted: 07 May 2005
9:01am

132.
Dear DaveLFC - you sound yummy! Count me in - see you in Brighton! p.s Don't
have a jacuzzi do you?

DaveLFC

133.

Posted: 07 May 2005
9:14am

Dear Pinwiz,
I'm not sure that cyclotouriste will appreciate you trying to steal me away from
him. You better avoid him for the rest of your life. You chickenshit poltroon,
yellow-belly coward.
(I'm starting up my jacuzzi now...hurry!)

davfitz
Posted: 07 May 2005
12:05pm

134.
Just how does one become a "professional" homosexual as apposed to an
ordinary fag or amateur queer?
------------------------I seek no copy now of life's first half:
Leave here the pages with long musing curled,
And write me new my future's epigraph,
New angel mine, unhoped for in the world!
E. B. Browning

DaveLFC
Posted: 07 May 2005
2:00pm

135.
Quote
Just how does one become a "professional" homosexual as apposed
to an ordinary fag or amateur queer?
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I could tell you, but then I'd have to bum you.
nexus
Posted: 07 May 2005
2:04pm

136.
Here comes the amateurs ruining a lovely thread. The last few posts from the
newbies, erm, your NOT funny.
------------------------Never send a minion to do a Hell Goddess' job.

DaveLFC

137.

Posted: 07 May 2005
3:25pm

Quote
Here comes the amateurs ruining a lovely thread.

I told you, I'm a professional homosexual!
Doctor_Seuss

138.

Posted: 07 May 2005
4:26pm

Cylco...
By now you must realise that this thread will never be deleted, and your initial
impulsive actions of posting your dark side onto the interent will never be erased
from this public forum, no matter how much you rant and rave.
You continue to lay threats at others and posture like some tough guy (fucking
French). I DARE you to post your exact location, and see how many people are
scared to show up. You say that others hide behind the internet, but it is you
who is hiding.
I personally will be sticking metal plumbing pipes into the spokes of the wheels of
every passing cyclist I see touring, on the off chance that it may be you Im
doing it too...
May your roads be uphill and long, and gravel-rash be your friend.
PS. It would be easier for you to buy a second bike and pay a prostitute to
travel with you. At least it would be honest.

rainboy
Posted: 07 May 2005
4:42pm

139.
Okay - the non-bike people can go back home to their regular branches
now(especially the pre-pubescent adolescents - even the professionals).
This is just outrageous because it's on the bike branch. It's so very par for the
course on so many others.
------------------------the journal

Doctor_Seuss
Posted: 07 May 2005
4:56pm

140.
Reading from one of this pyschos other posts on other boards he refers otsome
as a "BICYCLING PERSON"... I would of thought an English teacher would of
heard of the word "cyclist". Should be easy to track this guy down... jjust follow
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the oreans that say 'my teacher was a bicycling person'.
Doctor_Seuss
Posted: 07 May 2005
5:24pm

141.
The name John Gobin Shaw is a fake. If you look up the names individually, they
come from the names of famous right wing civil liberty groups in the USA. He
has combined the 3 figures into one name.
The guy has been very busy on the internet.. Heres just some of his postings..
theres many more, but I got bored.
A crime psychologist would have a field day with this guy......
http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/chat/819712/posts
http://www.mondopolitico.com/discus/scripts/board-profile.pl?
action=display_profile&profile=saladin-libertybandwagon
http://www.eslteachersboard.com/cgi-bin/esl/index.pl?noframes;read=5446
http://cyclery.com/forums/tour/results_list?batch_start=81
http://search.tesall.com/cgi-bin/ss_query?
sitenbr=135666777&k=john+gobin+shaw&rel=1
http://www.ccie.cn/advmember/gaojihuiyuan/putongmember/down.asp?id=4405
http://www.teachoverseas.ca/Resumes/index.pl?noframes;read=609
http://209.157.64.200/focus/f-chat/t-conspiracy/browse
http://www.tesolmax.com/resumes/index.pl?noframes;read=822
http://www.eslcafe.com/jobinfo/asia/sefer.cgi?display:1023567854-1856.txt
http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/keyword?k=sister

tailwind
Posted: 08 May 2005
6:43am

142.
from #146: "I personally will be sticking metal plumbing pipes into the spokes of
the wheels of every passing cyclist I see touring, on the off chance that it may
be you Im doing it too..."
I fear cyclotouriste, after all, may be the death of the rest of us cyclists!
I know this thread has been x-posted all over the TT, but come on people. This
is, after all, the "On Your Bike" branch, and there ARE quite a few cyclists on
here other than cyclotouriste, believe it or not. Saying stuff like #146 said
(particularly on THIS branch) is not cool, even in jest.
Tailwind

mock

143.

Posted: 08 May 2005
7:17am

Thanks Doc. Now the question of course is 'why?'
He's gone to way too much trouble on this one. I think an investigative reporter
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(are there any (w)here?) would be more likely to have a field day.
Timsahb

144.

Posted: 08 May 2005
9:25am

absolute classic!
------------------------A left over from the Talk Politics days...

Volcano

145.

Posted: 08 May 2005
4:30pm

Wow, those links are worth a look.
Seems he is only looking for jobs in China, doubtless because they won't check
his paperwork too closely. On one of the forums he appears to post large extracts
of his 'book', seems to consist mainly of rambling rubbish about his 9-11
'prediction'.

------------------------Enemies are using your dispenser!
kirrabi

146.

Posted: 08 May 2005
11:42pm

"Fuck you you goddamn poltroon, yellow bellied son of a whore."
Yep I'd say he definetly picked that up in Saudi Arabia.
------------------------*Ahem* I think we were talking about fear here, not facts. Meaning you tried to
cloud the issue of fear with facts

montyman
Posted: 09 May 2005
12:19am

147.
but does anyone know what happened to his ex wife and two kids?? please tell
us John, alias cyclo-man, where are they now!
I guess after this you're feeling pretty unloved, but we do care and are
concerned for you.
mm
------------------------Myanmar &Yunnan
Good morning Vietnam

Lovemybootsandstick
Posted: 09 May 2005
2:01am

148.
Found this Bike race in Oct The Mount Everest Bike Rally. Now that would be
good one to enter.
jilly
------------------------First travel, Then struggle, Finally calm.

mock

149.

Posted: 09 May 2005
2:37am

anyone know what Sic Semper Tyrannis is?
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150.
Latin?
Sic = thus
sempre= throughout
tyrannis= cruel [ie from L Tyrranical]
yes I agree, 'mock me not' It's what we term in Latin as "Encyclycal"
mm
------------------------Myanmar &Yunnan
Good morning Vietnam

mock

151.

Posted: 09 May 2005
5:15am

you could have left it a few more hours monty.

Teufelsdrockh

152.

Posted: 09 May 2005
5:53am

Mock,
Literally it means "ever thus to tyrants".
Thanks to the Paradox Interactive OT forum where this thread is also posted.
Cheers,

Hebairt
Posted: 09 May 2005
7:05am

153.
Well I suppose he's finally figured out that if he doesn't post, this thread will
slowly sink. I for one was hoping to bring On Yer Bike's very own Rambo, aka
Psychlotouriste, out of the 'Nam jungle one more time so he could napalm us all
and send us to the hell we so rightly deserve. I'm beginning to miss him. I hope
he meets up with DaveLFC, the self-confessed professional homosexuelle
somewhere on the road - I'd want him to have a good *****ing, not a botched
up amateur job.
Come on Psychlo!.... put 'em up!
Paul Troon

stargazing
Posted: 09 May 2005
2:29pm

154.
I don't find this thread funny, this is obviously not a well person and I think
you're all making a mockery out of mental illness. It may be funny in an 'Irish
priest running out in front of a athlete running in the marathon' kind of way, but
when you think of it, its kind of sad really. I'd just like to think that nobody I
know would end up in this sorry state :(

stargazing

155.

Posted: 09 May 2005
3:17pm

Yes, true.

GoodtimeBob

156.

Posted: 09 May 2005
5:56pm

The latin phrase was made famous when John Wilkes Booth cried it after
shooting Lincoln. Sure stargazing...the guy is obviously crazy. But the world has
gotta be better off if wackos like him are offed.
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------------------------Say what you think...Do what you say- I've about 3700 Mexico, Central and
South American photos at www.goodtimebob.com . Added travel links. Don't miss
Tony Ryal's Poetry. God takes care of fools and drunks...but only for awhile.
Then he just says screw em.
rainboy
Posted: 10 May 2005
5:22am

157.
The official week of mourning for the long lost poster cyclotouriste has been
completed. Thank you all for signing the guestbook here on the "On Your Bike"
branch of the Thorn Tree. If you need any assistance in finding your way back to
your regular branches, please let someone who LLTGAF help you.
------------------------the journal

KCRW

158.

Posted: 10 May 2005
9:10am

Amen brother.

Kromagnon

159.

Posted: 19 May 2005
7:42pm

This is interesting.... sounds like a loony ESL teacher...
http://www.eslteachersboard.com/cgi-bin/esl/index.pl?noframes;read=5446
Posted By: John Gobin Shaw <jpsgs@rock.com>
Date: 1 February 2005
JOHN GOBIN SHAW
Nationality: American.
Gender: Male.
Hobbies: Transcontinental bicycling.
Writing.
World travel.
I am an American with the BA, the diploma in TEFL, certification in ESL, further
studies in TEFL, and second language learning and teaching, and five years
experience teaching in the United States, in South Korea, and in the People's
Republic of China. About two and one half of those five years of teaching were at
the college or university levels.
Of three years teaching in Taegu, South Korea, two years were spent in a
college, and one year was spent at the most famous language institute in that
city of more than three million people.
I taught for over one year in Beijing. I performed several demonstration classes
at the 21st Century English Language Institute of the China Daily News. I
proffered lessons to members of the Chao Yang District police department. I
taught the details of writing for academic purposes ( ESP--research papers) at
the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. I also had the priviledge of teaching
English to leaders of departments of Beijing municipal government at the
television station at Fuchingmen, just down the road from Tianenman Square.
My studies into the various aspects of language learning have been extensive, indepth, and very time consuming, giving me a deep knowledge and an
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understanding of the field from the educational point of view..
I have written manuscripts amounting to well over onethousand pages of singlespaced prose English. I have studied effective writing and I practiced it
extensively. I have read the classics.
Schools in which I have taught are: Yeungjin Junior College in Taegu, South
Korea. ELS in Taegu. Hanil English Language Institute in Bundang, South Korea.
The 21st Century English Language Institute of the China Daily News in Beijing.
The Aston English School in Jinan, China. AoJing International, Ltd. in Ya Yun Cun
in Beijing. The Chinese Academy of Social Sciences in Beijing.
The Martin County Literacy Council of Stuart, Florida.
Interestingly, at the time I had been elected to the board of directors at the
Martin County literacy Council, Barbara Bush (who was wife to President George
H.W. Bush, and who was first lady of the United States) was a member there
and a supporter of that organization.
As for international experience, I have traveled extensively to thirty-five
countries. I lived in Europe for over two years. I have lived in Asia for almost five
years. I have bicycled thirty-thousand miles through nineteen countries including
the USA, Canada, Mexico, Western Europe, Eastern Europe, the former Soviet
Union, China, and a little in South Korea. I am a survivor of the worst railroad
disaster in the history of Ireland (August 1, 1980). I was at the release of the
American hostages from Iran where I met President Jimmy Carter and Secretary
of State of the US, Edmund Muskey. In 1997, while teaching at a college in
South Korea, I discovered plans to attack the World Trade Center and the
pentagon using commandeered, fuel-laden aircraft, and had told well over 100
people about it in detail in the years before it happened. Of this last statement I
do have evidence and proof. My international experiences are more than stated
here.
In spare time I like to work out with weights in resistance training at a gym. I
like to stay healthy and in condition. I am 55 but I am a very active 55. For
example, I just completed a bicycling tour from southeastern Florida in the USA
to San Diego, California. I do not know the use of a rocking chair.
BA degree from Barry University of Miami Shores, Florida.
Diploma TEFL from the English Language Centre of London, England. Six month
course.
Certificate ESL in the Laubach method from the Martin County Literacy Council.
Five months initial TESOL training in the language lab at the literacy council
Spectrum High School.
Wrote 270 page thesis on various aspects TEFL.
John Gobin Shaw
Stuart, Florida 34994 USA
jpsgs@rock.com
jpsgs@rocketmail.com
A resume and letters of reference are available
skorpion
Posted: 07 Jun 2005
11:48am

160.
hey there, cyclotouriste... or "psycho-touriste" as you are better known in this
forum... maybe you really need is to calm down a bit. What's the matter, is your
caffeine intake exceptionally high these days? It's one thing to troll the net and
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look for gals to chat up and groom only to invite them long on some bogus cross
country bike ride where you then inevitably force yourself on her at your leisure
and something totally different to show your arrogance and try to bully anyone
who makes a half-hearted attempt to poke a little fun at you or criticise your
"technique." Personally, I think that you have a really good idea. Why not invite a
female along on a bike trip, remove her from her element and whatever safety
net of friends or family which she may have, go on some impossibly long cross
country trip where you ineviatbly force yourself on her; ass raping her
relentlessly for hours on end, only to leave her nude body in the middle of
nowhere in a grave so shallow a puppy could dig her up. I like your style. One
question remains, though. You appear to have a preoccupation with the word
"whore." Is this something that is possibly burned in your mind stemming from
vivid childhood memories? In reality, aren't you imagining your mother as she
serviced the disgusting sexual needs of countless strange men whom you
somehow referred to as "daddy" as they frequented your home when you use
that word to criticise others? Maybe you would benefit from a wee bit of therapy
before your next planned "rape fest" or bike trip, as you like to call it.
Groom_Leader

161.

Posted: 07 Jun 2005
1:29pm

Psycho-touriste, What an asshole!
------------------------"I don't at all like knowing what people say of me behind my back. It makes me
far too conceited." - Oscar Wilde

TheWheelDude

162.

Posted: 07 Jun 2005
1:31pm

cyclotouriste spotted in japan!!!
http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/newse/20050531wo23.htm
Cyclist Slasher on the loose
------------------------I ride my bike, I rollerskate don't drive no car
Don't go to fast, but I go pretty far

x_im_confused_x
Posted: 07 Jun 2005
2:30pm

163.
look i just came to be here because this shit was posted on yahoo as cruel site
of the day LOL..even Yahoo thinks cyclotouriste Is a complete dumbass with no
direction. I do however have to say that if i didn't have a BoyFriend(which i do
because im not an asshole)I would never even spen a second entertaining the
idea of spending any kind of time with you as a female reading these
posts.Seems to me you just made a complete dick of yourself and now because
you look a fool you are whining and bitching that you want the posts removed..I
have one thing to say...
would you like some cheese with that whine?
------------------------x_im_confused_x

rainboy

164.

Posted: 07 Jun 2005
3:29pm

All you yahoo people are very very late to this post. It has long been dead.
-------------------------
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the journal
tailwind

165.

Posted: 07 Jun 2005
7:28pm

lets please keep this thread dead.

nexus

166.

Posted: 07 Jun 2005
7:28pm

Nope. This thread is deserving of immortality.
------------------------Never send a minion to do a Hell Goddess' job.

scarus
Posted: 07 Jun 2005
10:12pm

Snappu
Posted: 08 Jun 2005
4:26am

167.
I would like here to stake my claim on this thread... I came accross it a while
back, then posted it onto "your choice". i like to think that it was the people
there who made it the thread it is today. The fact that it went onto to appear on
yahoo is even better!
168.
Immortality is going to happen to this thread...Hi I'm new here, because I found
this through Sensible Erection. This person "JOHN GOBIN SHAW " is now
infamous. This persons new life as the village idiot will haunt him to the grave.
After all when they do job background checks, most places actually google the
net now to see what they come up with. Just delete my membership!!!! , I
don't know about you but I hear Cartmans voice when I read the bold text to his
posts. Anyhow because of this laughable thread yesterday I pulled out my
Mt.Bike, a 8 year old GT zaskar, overhauled it and put on some new tires. I road
today for the first time in two years and it feels good to be back in the saddle.
Nothing too extream...just an 8 mile ride over Trans Mountain in El Paso. I'm on
break from school and I wouldn't ride my bike in Lubbock its too dangerous
there. El Paso though is really nice. Weather rocks 90 percent of the year, and
we have a mountain which is great for hill work.
In memory of cyclotouriste, we hardly knew him but the net knew him well

LoanARngr
Posted: 08 Jun 2005
5:38am

tennesseemom
Posted: 08 Jun 2005
5:41am

jlittlej
Posted: 08 Jun 2005
7:46am

169.
I think perhaps you should change your log in name to psycho~touriste. Far
more appropriate and truthful. This way you'll undoubtedly attract the right kind
of female traveler who can handle you without killing you in your sleep. Best of
luck. As a side note/question, how can you say your easy to get along with when
you fly completely off the handle at even the nicest of suggestions and
comments? I have no clue how you have survived your so called "extended world
tours" and what is entirely comical, you describe yourself as a "survivor". With
your attitude, you really piss people off and would make it hard for anyone to
see you as a survivor. You seem to survive here only because you remain truly
anonymous.
170.
Cyclotouriste, chill man, it ok, people on here ehy must you provoke people into
violence, that is what is wrong with the world today, his first message was fine,
but you had to provoke him, justleave the guy alone]
171.
Count me as someone who wasted entirely too much time reading this thread and the links. It's stupid to try and think logically about this guy, but they're are
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too many weird parts of his story. In his posts at mondopolitico, John goes on all
sorts of crazy rants describing the times he told people about flying airplanes into
the WTC before Sept. 11. From all his stories, we get that he's crazy and hates
America (in real life, not the Republican version of the charge). When he tells law
enforcement, it's in cryptic ways to locals instead of a direct letter to the FBI.
Sometimes he uses his supposed knowledge of the attacks in the form of "I know
something you don't, ha!"
So he goes on and on. When he finally gets around to writing how he knew about
the attacks, he actually tries to take credit for the idea behind the plot. He's
trying to get a job in Saudi in 1997. Having problems so he makes contact with
someone in the embassy. For some reason rants to that person about the
criminal government in Florida, his conspiracy theory about the train crash and
how he was picked on while in the US Army. His next post:
"I had also told these people by e-mail in Saudi Arabia one of the reasons I had
applied for a job there. I told them that I wanted to be able to live there and
work there so that I might make connections with wealthy, influential Saudis with
friends in high places, perhaps in Washington D.C., who might be willing to help
a person like me settle some accounts against people back in the USA who
considered themselves above the law.
I also told them in writing that even though I was not married then, that if I
were to get married and have a baby, that if I were to take that child back to
the US, that I would have to fear for that baby's safety.
In fact, later I did get married and we did have a baby girl in a foreign country.
Back in the USA in Stuart, Florida, when she was about 11 months old, she was
manhandled in public by three brutes. She was so badly injured that we had to
take her to the hospital repeatedly for costly medical treatment. And true to
Florida' s criminal government, the three criminals who hurt her are walking free,
never arrested, just as though they had done nothing wrong at all. I think you
are beginning to get the point here and now. That was just one incident in a very
long list of incidents over the years, and I was appealing to foreign powers to
intercede on my behalf against this criminal enterprise of a government in
Florida.
I went on to tell them about my novel "Genesis of Terror" and about how it ends
with a one man terrorist attack against government in the state of Florida. The
method of attack is with commandeered, fuel-laden aircraft and high explosives
flown into a large government complex in Florida. Knives are also used in the
attack. I still have it all on paper, the novel that is, with details and all revisions
on original paper with a copyright date of 1990.
At one popint these people wrote back to me telling me that they were very
interested and that they wanted to continue the dialog. I went on to tell them
that such a plan of attack would be easy enough to pull off. I explained to them
that they could come right here to Florida to get the flight training if needed. I
even gave them instructions on what not to say and how to act to avoid coming
under suspicion while getting flight training for the mission. I mean, this was all
in writing over the internet by e-mail.
I had no real idea who they were. I would send to one e-mail address, and get
an answer from a different person at a different e-mail address.I did not
memorize the addresses. At that time I still was not sure what the outcome
would be.
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I told them that I had written my novel and ended it with the airplane attack
because I had been thoroughly screwed over in Florida, and that in the early
seventies I was putting together exactly such an attack myself, and was
considering doing it myself. I was looking into getting flight lessons. I had located
a site where explosives could be stolen. I was putting together plans to load a
cargo plane with fifty-five-gallon-drums of gasoline and the explosives. But initial
planning was as far as I got with the plan because I could not stay motivated
enough to follow through with it. I had been provoked, attacked, severely
injured, almost murdered with the aiding and abetting of the government here,
and I intended to make them pay in a way that history could not ignore or
assign to a footnote.
But the provocations stopped for a while, and my motivation to annihilate them
lessened over time.
I explained this to them by e-mail, A went on to tell them that I was aware of
what the US military had been doing to innocent people in the Middle East which
was much worse than what had been done to me. I told them that I was sure
that there were people there who would be motivated enough to accept a
mission to launch this airplanes as missiles style attack. I told them that all it
takes is the guts to accept it, and the will power to follow through with it. I told
them they would need specially educated and trained personnel to perform the
technical tasks of the attack, but that they could get that training right here in
Florida.
Okay. So all this did happen and it was in writing. And what did they tell me in
reply.
We want you to know that "We agree with everything you have told us. We are
very seriosly considering all your suggestions."
So had did genius John about the attacks? Because, in his delusional mind, he
masterminded them, at least at the beginning. Priceless.
Uh, John, you might want to realize AQ had plans of using a commercial airplane
as a missle in the early 1990s.
childof60s
Posted: 08 Jun 2005
9:16am

172.
Hi there, love the thread -- Long time listener, first time poster -- I am looking
for a cycle partner.
Must be unstable, versed in ancient dead language to emphasize point,
vindictive/threatening to a degree and have own meds (don't like to share my
stash). Anyone know where I may find such a person?

RevCheese
Posted: 08 Jun 2005
11:43am

SarkyStalker
Posted: 08 Jun 2005
1:55pm

173.
I was checking out some of the links when I found that this guy lives in my
town, Stuart, Fl. I wonder if I'll ever meet this nutball
174.
ummm it looks like the OP forgot to take his tourettes meds to me ;)
what a psycho!
------------------------I see dumb people....
they are everywhere!

SMcCarrick

175.

Posted: 08 Jun 2005
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Posted: 08 Jun 2005
2:20pm

http://www.boards.ie/vbulletin/showthread.php?t=265351

TheWheelDude

176.

Posted: 08 Jun 2005
2:31pm

well i think the cyclotouriste has broken some laws for sure, and the FBI should
go pick him up.
Making death threats is illegal! Making death threats over telecommunications
equipment, not to mention across state and international boundaries is a federal
crime. He claims to know so much about 911 they probably have a nice room
waiting for him in Guantanamo.
------------------------I ride my bike, I rollerskate don't drive no car
Don't go to fast, but I go pretty far

AKS74
Posted: 09 Jun 2005
12:50am

AKS74
Posted: 09 Jun 2005
2:08am

177.
cyclotouriste, you seriously need to chill out or something. You deserve a hearty
danza-slap across the face. In the mean time, until that happens, I hope you
come across and piss off a Kancho Assassin who just got done cutting peppers
and forgot to wash, that will teach you.
178.
I also felt that this would be summarize how I felt about you. I belong to a
college football message board, who I do not know if they want to be named or
not, so I shall go with not for now, and one of our members, who recently was
discovered to be a plagarizing bastard, stealing other people's dynasties for
various sites and posting them as his own on other sites, posted this back in
December on the message board. Here is what I think of you cyclotouriste.
"You swine. You vulgar little maggot. You worthless bag of filth. As they say in
Texas, you couldn't pour water out of a boot with instructions printed on the
heel. You are a canker, an open wound. I would rather kiss a lawyer than be
seen with you. You took your last vacation in the Isles of Langerhan. You're a
putrescent mass, a walking vomit. You are a spineless little worm deserving
nothing but the profoundest contempt. You are a jerk, a cad, a weasel. Your life
is a monument to stupidity. You are a stench, a revulsion, a big suck on a sour
lemon. You are a bleating foal, a curdled staggering mutant dwarf smeared richly
with the effluvia and offal accompanying your alleged birth into a hostile world.
You are an insensate, blinking calf, meaningful to nobody, abandoned by the
puke-drooling, giggling beasts who sired you and then should have died of shame
in recognition of what they had done. They are a bit late.
I will never get over the embarrassment of belonging to the same species as
you. You are a monster, an ogre, a malformity. I barf at the very thought of you.
You have all the appeal of a paper cut. Lepers avoid you. You are vile, worthless,
less than nothing. You are a weed, a fungus, the dregs of this earth. You snailskulled little rabbit. Would that a hawk pick you up, drive its beak into your
brain, and upon finding it rancid set you loose to fly briefly before spattering the
ocean rocks with the frothy pink shame of your ignoble blood. May you choke on
the queasy, convulsing nausea of your own trite, foolish beliefs. You are weary,
stale, flat and unprofitable. You are grimy, squalid, nasty and profane. You are
foul and disgusting. You're a fool, an ignoramus. Monkeys look down on you.
Even sheep won't have sex with you. You are unreservedly pathetic, starved for
attention, and lost in a land that reality forgot. And what meaning do you expect
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your delusionally self-important statements of unknowing, inexperienced opinion
to have with us? What fantasy do you hold that you would believe that your tinyfisted tantrums would have more weight than that of a leprous desert rat,
spinning rabidly in a circle, waiting for the bite of the snake?
You are a waste of flesh. You have no rhythm. You are ridiculous and obnoxious.
You are the moral equivalent of a leech. You are a living emptiness, a
meaningless void. You are sour and senile. You are a loathsome disease, a
puerile slack-jawed drooling meatslapper. You make Quakers shout and strike
Pentecostals silent. Your mother had to tie a pork chop around your neck just to
get your dog to play with you. You think P.D.Q. Bach is the greatest composer
who ever lived. Hee-Haw is too deep for you. You would watch test patterns all
day if the other politicians would let you. On a good day you're a half-wit. You
remind me of drool. You are deficient in all that lends character. You have the
personality of wallpaper. You are dank and filthy. You are asinine and benighted.
You are the source of all unpleasantness. You spread misery and sorrow
wherever you go.
You smarmy lagerlout git. You bloody woofter sod. Bugger off, pillock. You grotty
wanking oik artless base-court apple-john. You clouted boggish boot-licking halftwit. You dankish clack-dish plonker. You gormless crook-pated tosser. You
bloody churlish boil-brained clotpole ponce. You craven dewberry pisshead
cockup pratting naff. You cockered bum-bailey poofter. You gob-kissing gleeking
flap-mouthed coxcomb. You dread-bolted fobbing beef-witted clapper-clawed
flirt-gill. You are so clueless that if we stripped you naked, soaked you in clue
musk, and dropped you into a field full of horny clues, you still would not have a
clue. You are a fiend and a coward, and you have bad breath. You are
degenerate, noxious and depraved. I feel debased just for knowing you exist. I
despise everything about you, and I wish you would go away.
I cannot believe how incredibly stupid you are. I mean rock-hard stupid.
Dehydrated-rock-hard stupid. Stupid so stupid that it goes way beyond the stupid
we know into a whole different dimension of stupid. You are trans-stupid stupid.
Meta-stupid. Stupid collapsed on itself so far that even the neutrons have
collapsed. Stupid gotten so dense that no intellect can escape. Singularity stupid.
Blazing hot mid-day sun on Mercury stupid. You emit more stupid in one second
than our entire galaxy emits in a year. Quasar stupid. Your writing has to be a
troll. Nothing in our universe can really be this stupid. Perhaps this is some
primordial fragment from the original big bang of stupid. Some pure essence of a
stupid so uncontaminated by anything else as to be beyond the laws of physics
that we know. I'm sorry. I can't go on. This is an epiphany of stupid for me.
The only thing worse than your logic is your manners. Maybe later in life, after
you have learned to read, write, spell,
and count, you will have more success. True, these are rudimentary skills that
many of us "normal" people take for granted, and that everyone has an easy
time of mastering, but we sometimes forget that there are "challenged" persons
in this world who find these things more difficult. I wish you the best of luck in
the emotional, social and political struggles that seem to be placing such a
demand on you. Merry Christmas you mushed-mouthed and mottled monstrosity,
and may the New Year reciprocate the global atrocities you seem hell-bent on
perpetrating."
Good day.
montyman

179.

Posted: 09 Jun 2005
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Is It Just Me!!!!
I'm sorry but I'm beginning to worry more about these late postings and the
personality disorders behind them, than our poor misunderstood John Gobin
Shaw. yet no one has answered; what has happened to his wife and daughters?
mm
------------------------Myanmar &Yunnan
Good morning Vietnam

LoanARngr
Posted: 09 Jun 2005
5:57am

LoanARngr
Posted: 09 Jun 2005
6:38am

Erkster
Posted: 09 Jun 2005
8:32am

180.
To # 187, Montyman. Yup, it's just you! LOL Yahoo posted a link to this site as a
"cruel site of the day". Guess it took off with so many new ones coming on.
Many of the posts here are funny and a lot of us enjoy them, even if our good
friend is missing. Maybe the aliens got to him and he is now abducted. LOL
181.
Hey, has anyone else seen anymore entertaining postings from this killer klown
anywhere? I would love to see something newer! Thanks. :-)
182.
I just starting reading this thread today when I realized something terrible. He
lives in the same county I do. So I guess there is only one question left. "How
many points for a cyclotouriste?" Now I never claimed to be a English major but
doesn't capatable have an "I" somewhere?
Quote
and the willingness to be compatable on an extended world tour with
yours truly.

Now if you'll excuse me I need to go fortify my house!
lynnjustlynn
Posted: 09 Jun 2005
8:40am

chakax
Posted: 09 Jun 2005
11:30am

183.
I must say I laughed so hard reading this thread.. thank God he's on a bike and
not driving a car! ROADRAGE anyone? This thread has now made it onto the
"cruel site of the day" so you'll have LOADS of readers. Btw... the advertiser kept
talking about anonymity... he never disclosed who he was now did he?
184.
Darn, I was hoping that fag Cyclo was still around, So I could personally invite
him to go fuck himself. Of course, I'm assuming thats happening to him in jail
anyway
Gosh Diddly Darn
HA!!!
------------------------How Did You Like Gettin B'Slapped?

ohfreddie

185.

Posted: 09 Jun 2005
1:50pm

EVERYONE:
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the cycletourist and Mike_R are BOTH trolls.
they are most likely the same person.
they created their online ID for LP within 24 hours of each other.
SAME GUY. the whole thing is fake.

nexus
Posted: 09 Jun 2005
2:20pm

186.
I am sure how capable LP moderators would know if the IP addresses were the
same. Twit.
------------------------Never send a minion to do a Hell Goddess' job.

ohfreddie
Posted: 09 Jun 2005
3:44pm

187.
Nexus,
You are an internet troll, as well. Thanks for the uncalled for insult.
Stupid cornholin' queef-tard.

nexus

188.

Posted: 09 Jun 2005
4:04pm

Crawl back under the bridge freddie.
------------------------Never send a minion to do a Hell Goddess' job.

ohfreddie

189.

Posted: 09 Jun 2005
4:42pm

I would, Nexus, but pointing out your stupidity is too enticing.

Erkster

190.

Posted: 09 Jun 2005
5:33pm

IAChu
Posted: 09 Jun 2005
7:09pm

Don't you see what’s happening? You've let Cyclotouriste turn you on each other.
Somewhere he's boarded up in a little house with tin foil covering his windows,
throwing little scraps of bread to the women tied up in his closet, and he's
smiling because he knows deep down that he's winning. Well that and he'll be
Earth's representative when we're invaded in the near future. Which he's known
about for years but refuses to share with the rest of us! Damn him for his super
human secret keeping ability!
191.
Cyclotourist
Qu'est-ce que c'est
fa fa fa fa fa fa fa fa fa far better
Run run run run run run run away
Cyclotourist
Qu'est-ce que c'est
fa fa fa fa fa fa fa fa fa far better
Run run run run run run run away

nexus

192.

Posted: 09 Jun 2005
8:45pm

twit
------------------------Never send a minion to do a Hell Goddess' job.

jlittlej

193.

Posted: 10 Jun 2005
2:18pm

Ohfreddie,
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The OP ain't a troll. His craziness is all over the Internet.
Viva0La0Resistance

194.

Posted: 10 Jun 2005
2:39pm

Definitely a Texan. Trailerpark redstate trash.

Psyratt

195.

Posted: 10 Jun 2005
11:58pm

------------------------Jimbo
RobertHamburger
Posted: 11 Jun 2005
2:34am

196.
Hi, this site is all about cyclotouriste, REAL CYCLOTOURISTE. This post is
awesome. My name is Robert and I can't stop thinking about Cyclotouriste. This
guy is cool; and by cool, I mean totally sweet.

Facts:

1. Cyclotouristes are mammals.
2. Cyclotouriste uncovers secret terrorist plans ALL the time.
3. The purpose of Cyclotouriste is to flip out and kill people.

Weapons and gear:

Cyclotouriste Bike Cyclotouriste Secret Terrorist Plans

Cyclotouriste Outfit

Testimonial:
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Cyclotouriste can kill anyone he wants! Cyclotouriste cuts off heads ALL the time
and doesn't even think twice about it. This guy is so crazy and awesome that he
flips out ALL the time. I heard that Cyclotouriste was eating at a diner. And when
some dude dropped a spoon Cyclotouriste killed the whole town. My friend Mark
said that he saw Cyclotouriste totally uppercut some kid just because the kid
opened a window.

And that's what I call REAL Ultimate Power!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

If you don't believe that Cyclotouriste has REAL Ultimate Power you better get a
life right now or he will chop your head off!!! It's an easy choice, if you ask me.

Cyclotouriste is sooooooooooo sweet that I want to crap my pants. I can't believe
it sometimes, but I feel it inside my heart. This guy is totally awesome and that's
a fact. Cyclotouriste is fast, smooth, cool, strong, powerful, and sweet. I can't
wait to start cycling next year. I love Cyclotouriste with all of my body (including
my pee pee).

Q and A:.

Q: Why is everyone so obsessed about Cyclotouriste?
A: Cyclotouriste is the ultimate paradox. On the one hand he doesn't give a crap,
but on the other hand, Cyclotouriste is very careful and precise.

Q: I heard that Cyclotouriste is always cruel or mean. What's his problem?
A: Whoever told you that is a total liar. Just like other mammals, Cyclotouriste
can be mean OR totally awesome.

Q: What does Cyclotouriste do when he's not discovering terrorist plots or flipping
out?
A: Most of his free time is spent cycling, but sometime he murders unsuspecting
women. (Ask Mark if you don't believe me.)
doomrock

197.

Posted: 11 Jun 2005
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We should be careful not to enrage the dread pirate Cyclotouriste. Don't forget,
friends, he has the mythical ability to explore Earth's locales on his enchanted
bicycle. He has logged over 100,000,000 miles on his bicycle, so he probably has
thighs about as thick as a redwood. If he were to put you in a scissors lock and
squeeze, you would be crushed like a walnut.
I would be interesting in building a replica of his Terrorism Squadron official
thundercycle. It is unfortunate he didn't complete that journey to Maine with
John Demirijian (sp.), I would have liked to perhaps cross paths with him, and
maybe I could have been the Robin to his Batman and help him thwart
international terror threats. I also share in his unrequited hatred of poltroons. I
like to hunt them with my slingshot out in the woods.
Cyclotouriste, please teach me the ancient art of flipping out. I have a Gary
Fisher collecting dust somewhere, perhaps I could join you and we could join
forces to tell the world that we're special because we had a looney theory before
a national tragedy occured. I also want to be a black belt ranter like you, and we
can ursurp all of the YELLOWBELLY CHICKENSHIT COWARDS! BASTARDS!
INFIDELS!
All hail the mighty Cyclotouriste! Se Drinkum Beerum! Se Flippum Outum! Se
Poltroonum Gunshootum!
------------------------I have traveled back in time to seek out my lost brother, the suit wearing
introvert piano kid of the UK. His memory did not survive the trip back to 2005

OrionBlastar

198.

Posted: 12 Jun 2005
8:20am

Cyclotouriste was a troll, you all bit the troll.
Stop posting about it and spreading this thread to other forums and the troll will
go away.

unreservedly

199.

Posted: 14 Jun 2005
8:52am

#95 by mekalekahi
FYI - Although I can understand your concern about Cyclo being a serial killer
(that was a rather flippant remark about the murders in CA), the real killer was
Cary Stayner, who has been tried and convicted. Hard to believe, but his story
may be even stranger than anything our friend AKA John Gobin Shaw could ever
conjure up. Truly a sick individual. Here is one version of his story:
http://www.salon.com/mwt/hot/1999/07/30/steven_stayner/print.html
Also, googling Cyclo's alias, produces many more links than you could imagine.
IMO not a troll... Thanks Mimi Smartypants for linking to this wonderful thread.
What a waste of a morning!

noticing
Posted: 14 Jun 2005
4:43pm

200.
Isn't it kind of funny that when one person starts to bleed, you all started
pecking?
Are you really all that much better than him? Yeah, he had a temper tantrum,
and isn't the plastic-perfect-person, top-of-his-class graduate, but aren't
you less than perfect, too? If you made a mistake, would you want several
hundred people coming down on you?
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Do you all really think you're so much
better? This thread reads like a pack of ravenous dogs. It doesn't take much
cajones to join an attacking mob.
A person like cyclo who
reaches his age without full maturity needs some well-intended encouragement,
not mocking. You all sound like you're over 25, but you're not acting mature.
You should be ashamed of yourselves. I hope you mature by the next time this
happens.
-Alpha Male
unreservedly
Posted: 15 Jun 2005
7:55am

201.
Re: #208
Let me see, you sign your post "Alpha Male", call everyone "a pack of ravenous
dogs", imply everyone posting here is immature, and say we "should be
ashamed" of ourselves, for piling on poor, defenseless cyclotouriste. Now who
feels superior? Add a threat of physical violence, and you could pass for the OP.
Did you read all the posts and some of the links to other writings by our
illustrious friend? The man claims to have had prior knowledge of the 9/11
attacks which he shared with English-as-a-second-language students in Korea
and China, a Florida 911 dispatcher and a bunch of bewildered bystanders in a
park (not a very effective strategy IMO). He even claims that he wanted to carry
out similar attacks but changed his mind. But not before he inadvertently gave
the idea to unknown Saudis. He goes on to condone the attacks in a goesaround, comes-around sort of way. He also seemed to be gleefully anticipating
the decapitation of an Australian hostage in Iraq (thankfully rescued in the past
day or so). What a sweetheart!! You might want to rethink whom you choose to
defend and to attack. Most of us read the thread because it started as an
amusing temper tantrum, but quickly turned into an alarming case study in
psychosis. Hopefully, nobody ever takes this wolf in sheep's clothing up on one of
his offers to meet offline.

umeko

202.

Posted: 15 Jun 2005
8:33pm

I wanted to go on the bike trip. Has it been cancelled already?

Soong

203.

Posted: 16 Jun 2005
9:58am

You people are being so mean to the poor guy. It's no suprise he's reacted like
this when so many of you are jumping on him.
cyclotouriste, although I basically fit your criteria I'm afraid due to work
commitments I'm not able to take you on up such an offer. However, I do know
a few friends of mine that could be up for it. In fact I just spoke to one now and
she seems very keen on the idea. She is quite a bit younger than you thought
(38) but wants to know more.
If you're still interested then feel free to PM me.

Vandalizer

204.

Posted: 16 Jun 2005
4:33pm

Soong I hope you are kidding?
I read every post that was writen here and this cyclotouriste guy is without a
doubt un ballanced and he started the whole thing.
His rage is out of control and with no question in my mind the people on this
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forum have done a good thing by chasing him off. They more then likely saved
someones life.
He was not looking for just a riding partner. He was looking for more and maybe
when he didn't get it willingly he would have taken it.
Because of post 19 I contacted the FBI and emailed them a copy of that post. He
needs to be put away for a very long time.
Thanks to the Mods for keeping this thread up. It could very well be the best
source of information for for people who don't think there are problems with
meeting people on line.
I only joined to post this one thing but I may stick around after this.
------------------------"I wouldn't mind dying - it's the business of having to stay dead that scares the
shit out of me."
coercri
Posted: 19 Jun 2005
9:43am

205.
Wow ! I just found this after sortta stumblin round in the dark, an I love it ! Can
I join in? Can anyone? Or is this a closed club like? Who hat your head ?
Still figurin out the software an kit an stuff, but hope I can rach here again.
------------------------"citing an indisposition, due to special circumstances"

oceanclub

206.

Posted: 20 Jun 2005
3:40am

Quote
You people are being so mean to the poor guy. It's no suprise he's
reacted like this when so many of you are jumping on him.

This reminds me of a Bill Hicks routine:
Quote
"...Ted Bundy's on trial in Florida...the courtroom is filled with
women, trying to meet him, give him love letters and wedding
fucking proposals...and I'm sorry to say the first thing I
thought when I read that was "And I'm not getting laid.
[...]I guarantee Satan is gonna have no problems on this planet
'cause all the women will be like "Ooh, what a cute butt!"

P.

------------------------Paul Moloney
http://oceanclub.blogspot.com
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207.
I looked at the Mondo Politico thread. Christ on a bike, this guy could be the
basic of a psychological treatise. He's convinced that the Irish state transport
company back in the 80s, CIE (its acronym was explained in those days as
"Cycling Is Easier"), tried to kill him by disrailing his train, in between his
meeting the Pope's assassin and American hostages:
http://www.mondopolitico.com/discus/messages/441/2087.html
Quote
served in the US Army in Germany from 1979 till 1981. During this
time I became the object of six months of specifically worded
terrorist threats. I had a girlfriend who warned me not to go on a
train tour that summer (1980) because one of the trains would be
blown up that summer. I became a survivor of the worst train
disaster in the history of Ireland, or so it was called(*). I met
Mahmet Ali Agca before he went to the Vatican and shot Pope John
Paul. I was at the release of the American hostages from Iran.And
more.
(*) So it was called in his mind - the worst was the Armagh rail disaster of 1889:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Armagh_rail_disaster
It makes bizarre reading. He claims that the very name of the place suggests the
accident:
Quote
8. Buttevant station?
Butt means to strike against with a violent destructive force.
Van is defined as a railroad car. Buttevant?
There is more but I am running out of time.
Actually, Buttevant comes from 'Boutez-an-avant', the Barry family's warcry. It's
highly unlikey a town was named in the 13th century because one day they
thought a "van" (aka, train) would "strike" there.
Seriously seriously whacko.
P.
------------------------Paul Moloney
http://oceanclub.blogspot.com

WhoElse
Posted: 20 Jun 2005
6:22am

208.
Having read his website, I can only say that the saddest part is this guy has a
genuine mental problem. He's seen people die in what was nothing more than an
accident - all the more tragic that he uses the 18 dead in a derailment as the
springboard for his illness - and it's obviously scarred him. To be so paranoid as
to <i>still</i> think that the Irish national rail company would kill those people
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and damage their reputation as a carrier, because he "remembers" the word
<i>Eireann </i>(Ireland, <i>as Gaeilge</i>) from another one of those
unsubstantiated transactions/voices of his past.
Seems like he may be so traumatised by experience of acts of horror, whether
caused by misfortune or terrorism, that he has to involve himself in them them,
perhaps even see connections that aren't there to give himself a sense of power
over them. He's carried it through to the WTC attacks, whether he had or not
inuited/guessed/overheard something he connected to them or not, he'd probably
have found some other links anyway.
Granted, he's a rude, obnoxious, possibly dangerous man, who in his accounts of
run-ins with the law marks himself as a wronged (but implied and stated violent)
man - I certainly hope never to meet him, and that he never carries out any of
his strange wish-fulfilment. He's entertaining here, but he's out there
somewhere, and scarily enough is real.
Don't goad the animals, guys and gals, cos some other misfortunate could get
bit. I'd pity this guy if I didn't fear him.
etoileDC
Posted: 20 Jun 2005
9:21am

Bipthefool
Posted: 20 Jun 2005
9:35am

209.
WhoElse, I'm inclined to agree with you. I'm sure cyclotouriste is (mostly)
harmless, but it is sad that this person is not receiving psychological help. His
own life and the lives of those around him would probably be eased by treatment
for a disorder involving paranoia.
210.
Got this from
http://www.mondopolitico.com/discus/messages/441/2087.html?1113856060
About his big claims and such.
By S H on Sunday, June 12, 2005 - 05:55 pm
Hi
Before taking on board everything this guy is saying, I'd like to refute one small
entry he has made. I am an Irish journalist and just wanted to point out
something about one of his earlier posts. It's this one:
START "
Terrorist threats 1979-1980 linked to Train derailed by Coras Iompair Eireann.
CORAS IOMPAIR EIREANN derailed a train at Buttevant station, County Cork on
August 1, 1980.
Derailment preceded by six months of terrorist threats naming (Eireann) fifty
times or more.
Threats made by Specialist Stavrinakis, and Sargent John P. Vogel of the US
Army in Germany."
End
CORAS IOMPAIR EIREANN is not a terrorist group. CIE is the Irish rail service.
It's a small point in the grand scheme of things, but the watchword of good
journalism is check, check, check. If one part of his story doesn't add up, the
rest can fall like a house of cards.
I would warn anyone thining of contacting this guy. He displays the classic traits
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of someone with a personality disorder, certainly a sociopath and bordering on
psychotic.
Of course, that could be because he's right, and has had a massive breakdown
as a result... """""
End quote
------------------------Here a pat there a pat everywhere a pat pat...mmm feels good.
ricklodewell

211.

Posted: 21 Jun 2005
8:43am

Hello psychotourist,
Perhaps as you travel the world you can meet a mysterious, exotic woman in a
dark bar in Rangoon and she will have with her a strangely large briefcase. When
she opens it you will discover it is an aquarium briefcase. And in that briefcase
she will have a live octopus.
For 50 dollars US the two of you will retire to a filthy room above the bar, where
alone you will allow her to shove that octopus into your rectum. "The perfect
octopus!!! The perfect octopus!!!" you will scream as it brings you to orgasmic
joys you have never reached before.
Then sated you will allow the octopus -- somewhat worse for the wear -- to flow
out of your rectum and back into the aquarium briefcase.
Only later will you discover that you have contracted Octopus Ick from your
lover. But that is the life of a world traveling, bicycling psychotourist, eh?

------------------------Rick Lodewell
Killer and Great Lover
creativeembassy

212.

Posted: 22 Jun 2005
8:18am

Courtesy of your friends at Unfiction...
The Cyclotouriste Icon!

julian1964
Posted: 25 Jun 2005
12:15pm

213.
Give the cyclotouriste a break! it sound like this guy was having one hell of a
bad day and needed somehow to release his stress..So maybe its possible he
found his true companion and his travelling the world to far away places on his
bike and enjoying the meaning of life.
------------------------THe Cyber chef!
http://thecyberchef.proboards33.com

etoileDC

214.

Posted: 25 Jun 2005
12:17pm

Um, Julian? Did you read the whole thread? :confused:
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Posted: 26 Jun 2005
3:36pm

etoileDC
Posted: 26 Jun 2005
4:19pm
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215.
Hey cyclotouriste, you fucking fagamemnon. Do us a favor and go play "swallow
the stuff under the sink". None of these people here tried to instigate anything,
they just commented on what they thought the original nature was. Guess it got
you mad to be basically called out as a rapist/molester/killer/loser/whatever.
Mauybe another idea would be to ride you little tricycle in front of oncoming
traffic. Do you cry at night pretnding everything will be ok while trying to hold
back fro slitting your wrists? I say...dont hold back. Dig that razor in, LONG AND
DEEP. Remember, its down the road, not across the tracks.
216.
Wow, bostonasphalt...way to go overboard. Don't you think encouraging suicide
is a little over the line? After all, it's just stooping to his level.

bostonasphalt2

217.

Posted: 26 Jun 2005
5:59pm

not in the least etoileDC, fire with fire is all his type understands

PenguinMint

218.

Posted: 27 Jun 2005
1:53pm

Someone needs to take a Zantac...anger management classes, the whole
shebang. I can't believe this cocky ass SOB thinks 9-11 occured because
someone merely mentioned he has anger issues. This guy needs a straight
jacket. And yes I am egging him on... haha

BicycleBuilt43

219.

Posted: 28 Jun 2005
6:31pm

I just wanted say I am cycletouriste's psychiatrist.
I think it's time he made his mental case known to everyone and so here I am.
He hasn't been taking his prescriptions over the past week and well, there you
go.
As to his 9/11 references, I do have in front of me some 9/11 sketches about
two large penises made to look like buildings with him making a very big smilie
face at the bottom. Not sure what that is about, but we are currently working
through it.
As to 9/11 writings, well, I can share a snippet from one for you:
I hate Vegemite sandwiches. My mother used to give them to me all the time,
and I hate that bitch."
I can't explain it, but kangaroos turn me on. I'm not sure if it's the way the
females look at me, or how they move their cute little butts, but I am so
attracted to them, I could poke one until I was silly sore.
My mother looked like an Aborigine. In fact, I think my father was one. My
hairline is all because of my Aboriginal ancestry, and hate everyone of them. Die
all go to hell, nutcrackers in a shell. I don't buy from Dell! Bubba wabbu dabba
doo. I like Scooby-Doo.
Well, the last snippet is quite confusing to you I would imagine, but take it easy
on the old chap.
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Cheers Mates,
cyclotourettes
Posted: 02 Jul 2005
7:50am

220.
I just stumbled across this whole thing by accident and want to thank everyone
who has made a contribution, especially my new hero and all round swearing
machine cyclotouriste for giving me the biggest chuckle of the day so far!
I'm not sure as i'll sleep very well tonight now, who knows...i may be hunted
down...eep!

caponerd

221.

Posted: 04 Jul 2005
5:36pm

cyclotouriste?
I know this guy. There's only one person on the internet who behaves exactly
the way this individual does. I followed a link posted elsewhere into this thread.
Forgive me for butting in.
Yeh, there are a lot of thin-skinned people out there, but there isn't a soul who
reacts with such vitriol after such innocently made comments as this guy.
He's known among denizens of motorcycle forums as "eddyirish" or "irisheddy",
also once called himself "farmboy".
He's also a pathological liar; witness the absolutely bizarre statement that he
knew all about 9/11 before it happened.
He's also claimed at various times to be:
1. A vietnam veteran (marines) who's killed as many as 200 "charlies" hand to
hand.
2. A famous doctor, who ran: a. a drug rehab center, or b. a clinic for orphans
(depends on which thread you happen to drop in on when he's making that
particular brag).
3. An executive at GM who was responsible for setting up equitable severance
packages for laid off workers.
4. Owner of "several" internet services.
5. Has personally killed several people who attempted to insult him face-to-face.
What we do know for sure about eddy is that he's married (makes you wonder
why he's pretending to look for a female traveling companion, maybe his wife
finally left him?), he's about 60 years old, and not a bad looking fellow. Used to
own a very nice BMW R90S, and more recently a Kawasaki ZX12. We also know
where he lives, but we won't reveal that information publicly because that would
be crossing the line.
Hiya eddy, how're ya doin? Haven't seen you around much in the last couple of
years. Last time was on that watch collector's forum. You've been so entertaining
over the years, that we keep an eye out for you.
btw, in case anyone is interested, I'm not just here to rag on
irisheddy/cyclotouriste, I'm looking for info from anyone who's managed
a trip down the Pan American Highway as far as the Panama Border.

caponerd
Posted: 04 Jul 2005
5:46pm

222.
Quote
Give the cyclotouriste a break! it sound like this guy was having one
hell of a bad day and needed somehow to release his stress..So
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maybe its possible he found his true companion and his travelling the
world to far away places on his bike and enjoying the meaning of
life.

Dream on Julian (hmm, interesting name, that). I am absolutely certain of this
guy's identity, and I can guarantee you that he's never had a good day!
I once tried to give him the benefit of the doubt too. It didn't help a bit. You
can't say anything to him without him totally misconstruing your intent as a
personal attack, after which you better duck, cause the sh!t's gonna fly.
Note his statements that every forum is populated with idiots? That's because
the same thing happens to him wherever he goes on the web. Yep, ol eddyirish
is one very sick individual.
Travelling_Canadian
Posted: 07 Jul 2005
6:15pm

dave69_
Posted: 09 Jul 2005
2:31pm

223.
Cyclotouriste sounds like God's Plumber, who has graced a few UK forums. I had
no idea you had comdey trolls here. I must keep up a bit more!
224.
Just to say, this thread has now made it to the UK and has been linked to on of
all things are car/driving enthusiast forum and has been keeping us in stitches all
day. You guys and coontytouriste rock.

Adamant_UK

225.

Posted: 11 Jul 2005
1:45am

Just a quick hi from the UK!
This thread is spreading like wild fire over here at the minute - I found out about
it on a computing board!
http://bbs.adslguide.org.uk/showflat.php?
Cat=&Board=freechat&Number=1920928
I just hope this site can handle the traffic - especially as I'm sure you're gonna
be slashdotted! :D

lil_AM

226.

Posted: 13 Jul 2005
4:15pm

Hi from the UK... I'm another latecomer....
Reading the OP's rants and raves gave me the following thoughts:
- if you assume he's lying: he is in severe need of professional help
- if you assume he's telling the truth: he knew about the commissioning of a
crime in detail, and yet he did not provide proof to the relevant authorities
(anonymous phone calls, and chatting with friends/strangers does not count, nor
ranting to a cop he meets on the street) - this would make him an accessory
before the fact. As such, he would be open to charges under the US Code.
The fact that he is also making threats against persons would also constitute
cause for charges under the US Code.
I am not a fully-qualified psychiatrist, but the OP exhibits these traits:
- delusional paranoia (the *CIE* tried to kill him? The Irish train company - not a
terrorist organisation as he claims)
- schizophrenia
- aggressive dissociative disorder (the "mood swings" in his posts etc, moving
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from the appearance of a stable, calm individual to a raving, threatening
individual who is threatening actual bodily harm against those who criticise him)
... plus other personality disorders.
It is no surprise that he is looking for a companion for cycling... his wife must
have left him years ago (assuming that she is still alive).
I find his posts to be very worrying - all the other comments on this thread have
been very funny though!
Another thought I had while reading his various posts and articles on the web is
that he seems to be involved with a lot of death - there would appear to be
circumstantial evidence that he is involved in these events.... that is purely a
personal comment, as I have absolutely *no* legal expertise, other than that
required for my profession.
Evac
Posted: 14 Jul 2005
3:25am

227.
Hrmm...While I'm reluctant to take the OP seriously I did notice that in the
course of his ramblings on other sites (so many other sites - who is this person
that he spends so much time on the net?) his stories seem to point more
towards him being the originator and instigator of the various incidents he found
himself embroiled in or claimed to have prior knowledge of. If he wanted to paint
himself in the 'chisel jawed hero, sacrificing some for the benefit of all' light that
his initial posts seemed to indicate as his self image then he should really try
casting a critical eye over his prose.
On a more serious note however, I do find his intimations that the CIE rail
accident in Buttevant was a directed assassination attempt on him both
disturbing and insulting to the familes of the 18 dead and who knows how many
who suffered permant disabilities due to this awful accident, a result of cattle
being on the line. I'm sure that any Americans (and quite a few of us nonAmerican's) feel the same about him using 9-11 as a springboard to his personal
fame.
This gentlemen would be consigned to the same heap as the CIA-trained pine
tree assassins author (for who remember that one) excepting the fact that his
posts are in so much worse taste and affect so many more.
Do not delete the thread but continue to deride the originator. It's only through
contempt can this person truly understand that his lasting impression on the Net
(and probably in RL) will be one of pity, disgust and ill-concealed distaste.
Regards,
Evac101

four_styx
Posted: 14 Jul 2005
8:21am

228.
Our friend Cyclotouriste has resurfaced on a forum dedicated to the band
Teenage Fanclub spouting off about how he knew all about the bombings in
London before they happened.
Why he chose not to mention it until 2 days afterward is, of course, because he
wanted to punish the evil capitalists who beat up his 3 month old daughter.
Speaking as someone who missed the Circle line blast by about 10 mins, I find
this guy to be more than a little offensive. I'm OK with him being a weaponsgrade nutcase and found his rant at the top of this thread laugh out loud funny
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but he really needs help. Mind you - maybe I'm feeding his warped little ego by
still talking about the tosser. Anyway...
http://www.teenagefanclub.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=19972&highlight=
MattBlack
Posted: 14 Jul 2005
12:43pm

229.
this s a class thhread, reminds me of one on a Watford Football Club a few years
back, some lass had shagged around on holiday so her fella told the world, will
hunt for a link, it had about 1600 posts at one point!!
ps found this on a NZ immigration site!
cycloprat, you are one crazy dude!!!!!!!!!!!!!
------------------------Tour de France Rules!!

PsychoTouristUpdate
Posted: 15 Jul 2005
10:50am

230.
As four_styx notes, Cyclotouriste is back. And he is posting today (15/7/5) as
well!! Within the last few hours.
http://www.teenagefanclub.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?
t=19972&postdays=0&postorder=asc&start=0
This time his name is "berry"
Just in case anyone wants to drop by and say "Hi"......

flannigan82
Posted: 15 Jul 2005
2:09pm

231.
Anyone else notice that cyclotouristes' bio states that he is 55 (actually typed
fifty-five), and yet at the begining of the post he writes his age as (again typed)
fifty-three?
With mistakes like that, you'll want to get your book proof-read before it gets
released, otherwise you'll become an international laughing stock.
Oh wait...

etoileDC

232.

Posted: 15 Jul 2005
10:55pm

Quote
I'm baaack you yellow bellied, pontoons. I now own an AK 47 and I'll
personally visit each one of you chickenshit sons of mothers very
soon. I'm a man on a mission with a vision to recondition your
current vital condition.

Okay, see, the difference between you and cyclotouriste is that cyclotouriste is
actually funny.
etoileDC
Posted: 15 Jul 2005
10:59pm

233.
Quote
Shut your fuckin trap cyclotouriste. you're gay. You sound exactly
like what you are try to describe. You are probably a 12 year old girl
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with a vaginal infection that is getting you upset. Go take care of
that! I hear your mommy calling.

* "you're gay" is extremely offensive.
*You are obviously a male; I can tell because no woman would ever joke about a
vaginal infection, nor would she think a 12-year-old was likely to get one. It
makes you look more intelligent when you stick to topics that you know about.
PsychoTouristUpdate

234.

Posted: 16 Jul 2005
11:59am

Quote
* "you're gay" is extremely offensive.
When I see that phrase used on a forum, it is just a big sign over the posters
head saying "I am mentally about 10 years old and cannot think up any
constructive argument. I need to buy a thesaurus".
If you look in a dictionary "Gay" also means a happy person..... not exactly
describing this thread. :D
gay (gā)
adj., gay·er, gay·est.
1
2
3
4
5

Of, relating to, or having a sexual orientation to persons of the same sex.
Showing or characterized by cheerfulness and lighthearted excitement; merry.
Bright or lively, especially in color: a gay, sunny room.
Given to social pleasures.
Dissolute; licentious.

n.
1 A person whose sexual orientation is to persons of the same sex.
2 A man whose sexual orientation is to men: an alliance of gays and lesbians.
[Middle English gai, lighthearted, brightly colored, from Old French, possibly of
Germanic origin.]
etoileDC

235.

Posted: 16 Jul 2005
12:11pm

Quote
When I see that phrase used on a forum, it is just a big sign over
the posters head saying "I am mentally about 10 years old and
cannot think up any constructive argument. I need to buy a
thesaurus".

Mwahahaha! Very nice.
RaymondLuxuryYatch 236.
Posted: 19 Jul 2005
3:16am

Hey, this thread has been the funniest and most entertaining thing I have seen
in a long time. I did a Google search on John Gobin Shaw. I don't think his name
is a fusion of three other names.
http://www.civilwarhome.com/grandarmyofrepublic.htm
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The link above lists a John PSG Shaw as a guy killed over 100+ years ago.
Cyclotouriste also uses the 'P.S.' part in his online teaching resumes.
Anyway, I think whoever this guy is, he definitely WILL be on the CIA/FBI
'known' lists. Apart from mowing the grassy knoll where Kennedy was shot from
he claims to have prettier much been part of everything in recent history.
I think such twisted anger might stem from stunted genitalia and a lack of sex.
This is probably why he is looking for a girl to cycle with him.
CYCLO...www.adultfriendfinder.com.
PsychopathTouriste

237.

Posted: 20 Jul 2005
11:21pm

Hi all, should probably state first up, I couldn't give a rats arse about cycling.
But thought I'd let you all know Cyclotouristes fame has spread far and wide. Got
an email with this link, and have to say it's the best laugh I've had all day.
Keep it real "Cyclo"!!! Can't believe you haven't got your female travelling
partner yet, but don't worry, you'll have your skin-suit completed any day now,
maybe spend a bit less time frolicking around by the well, practicing your
"Mangina".

etoileDC

238.

Posted: 21 Jul 2005
6:09am

Ah lovely. Transphobia, thy name is PsychopathTouriste.

VinnyFromIndy

239.

Posted: 22 Jul 2005
2:20pm

Hey Cycletourist!
Everyone has someone in the world that is just the perfect fit for them.
Thankfully I stumbled on to this post and I believe I can help you out. My exwife loves to cycle and judging by your post, you two would be a match made in
heaven. Let me know and I will be try to hook you two up. Oh yeah, one other
thing. when you two first meet, you should know that she likes to build slowly to
the dirty talk. I would suggest strongly that you give it a day or two out on the
road getting to know one another for a while before starting in with the "spicy"
love talk. I don't want to tell any secrets but she really, really gets off on
aggressive stuff. Especially out in the middle of nowhere where there is nobody
but you, her and nature. Bon Voyage! You lucky dog!
Vinny

ukbrowser
Posted: 23 Jul 2005
1:10pm

240.
Just to let you guys know that a link to this thread has somehow found its way
on to a football forum in the UK. It gave me nearly as much to laugh about as
"Things my girlfriend and I have argued about"
It gives a whole new meaning to aggression.....!

DarrenA

241.

Posted: 28 Jul 2005
1:46am

Man, this guy really IS lying about his age.
He claims to be a survivor of Ireland's worst railroad (sic) disaster. Since
Ireland's worst railway disaster occurred in 1889, that would make him at least
116 years of age. :-)

Hellhound

242.

Posted: 28 Jul 2005
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http://www.theregister.com/2005/07/13/the_return_of_the_irony_tag/
The above led me here and you people are made an example. Excerpt:
"While today's hive-minded tech evangelists view their digital exchanges as a
kind of telepathy, it's more like a stuttering Morse Code tapped out on a
keyboard where the dash key isn't working.
So all kinds of hilarious misunderstandings ensue. Factor in the frightful
earnestness and literalism of some participants, who seem to be
disproportionately represented online, and huge swathes of meaning are
guaranteed to go undetected.
This is one of our favorite examples."
Yeah, I agree with the Register.

AndrewWyndupp

243.

Posted: 29 Jul 2005
4:32am

I was just wondering if people think Ian Holloway will ever be tacialy aware?
Surely Bircham can't be guranteed a place in the starting XI?
What about Matt Doran? Is he really human?
I NEED HELP NOW!

CyclotouristeRules
Posted: 29 Jul 2005
4:51am

244.
I must admit that when I first read the post, I suspected that Cylotouriste was
quite possibly delusional if not a little insane.
But upon further investigation I can now reveal that he is a prophet sent here to
save us. Further proof lies at:
http://www.mondopolitico.com/discus/messages/141/1487.html?1119901176
Cyclotouriste, come back - all is forgiven.

PsychoTouristUpdate
Posted: 29 Jul 2005
4:59am

245.
AndrewWyndupp: Are you trying to get our Prophet to tell you about a sporting
result? He doesn't seem too keen on those kinds of quotes. I assume it is 'cos
you can't die from it. His prophecies only seem to be about death - often his
own. :D
As to the mondopolitico site... have you actually sat and read that stuff? It gets
pretty messy if you try and put a time line through it. One common thread that I
noticed - what happened to "The pregnant wife and child, returned from China in
1997". Then one more mention of his kid in 2001. But between that time, and
during other posts, he is often making comments about other women. Kinda get
the feeling that even his wife got fed up with his paranoia prophecies and
divorced him.....
I also want to know why "they" were after him to "attack" him in that train....
lol.

Doubleclick

246.

Posted: 03 Aug 2005
5:26am

In the name of all that is Fucking and Chickenshit, I beg your moderators: Do
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not ever delete this thread, for it is comedy gold.
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